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Occupational
accidents on
the rise
Unions feel excluded from
cotton to clothing strategy
BY CHRISTOPHER MAHOVE

T

rade unions in the textile and clothing
sectors have raised concern over their
exclusion from the country's cotton to
clothing strategy implementation process despite
having contributed immensely to the research
process leading to the launch of the strategy.
Silas Kuveya, the General Secretary of the
Zimbabwe Textile Industries Workers Union,
said the process was not inclusive and was being
hijacked by government.
“So far, Industry and Commerce Minister,
Mike Bimha, has appointed a coordinating body
comprising of representatives from key
institutions, ministries and the private sector. Our
concern as the trade union is that we have been
involved during the research process where we
provided information but were sidelined in the
end when the actual strategy was being
developed- we were also left out of the board,”
said Silas Kuveya, General Secretary of the
Zimbabwe Textiles Workers Union.
He said in as far as labour was concerned;
workers should have been involved throughout if
the programme was truly to benefit the textile
and clothing sectors.
“For us, the body is incomplete because the
key factor here is that 100 percent of companies
must comply with working conditions, who is
going to determine quality management and
fairness when we are not represented?” he
queried.
He said most companies, especially in the
textile sector, had been liquidated as a result of
corporate governance issues and poor
management, hence the need for workers to play
the watchdog role.
“We have not seen much on the ground, we
have not seen what they have done on the
ground, (they) not created enough hype around
the issue but they are going in the right direction,”
he said.
The cotton to clothing strategy was mooted
after the realization that interest among players
had reached an all-time law because of
unfriendly policies and poor cotton prices and
that there was need to put in place measures to
ensure there was a favourable environment for
the growing, marketing and processing of cotton
in the country in order to rekindle the interest .
Although the government had promised to
put in place measures to ensure the formulation
of policies that create a favorable environment
for those in the cotton value chain, little has been
done in that regard, save for the recent purported
banning of the importation of second hand
clothes, which is yet to be implemented.
Many analysts believe the banning of second
hand clothes was only dealing with the symptoms
of a crisis, insisting government needed to look at
the root causes, among them policies, prices and
farmers' support.
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NEC’s here
to stay
ZCTU SECRETARY GENERAL - JAPHET MOYO

BY ADMORE MARAMBANYIKA

L

abour and business have allayed fears
of a possible annihilation of
National Employment Councils
(NEC) by confirming their interests and
commitment to maintain the bipartite bodies
despite a Constitutional Court challenge
seeking to exonerate an employer from
forwarding their contributions.
Trade unions and employer associations
have both poured cold water to the
constitutional appeal with a potential to set a
wrong precedent if it comes out in favour of
the employer saying they still needed the
arrangement to continue carrying out its
duties regardless of the new labour law

EMCOZ EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR - JOHN MUFUKARE

provisions and the court challenge
Employers Confederation of Zimbabwe
(EMCOZ) director John Mufukare said the
challenge by NetOne against belonging and
contributing to an NEC within its industry
was an isolated case not shared by the
employers' body.
“EMCOZ takes NEC business very
seriously and remain committed to the
arrangement. We are alarmed by the
challenge, this (court challenge) is something
that is brought about by the dire economic
hardships but at heart we believe in the
NEC's. If the economy improves you will see
all those employers who are seemingly
against the bipartite arrangement coming
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back,” he said on the sidelines of an ILO
workshop on gender equality for NEC
representatives.
Mufukare said withdrawing subscriptions
to the national employment by an employer
had little or short term benefits which do not
promote national interests in the long run.
“We are taking a strategic view we are taking
the long term view it is short termism to say
because we do not have money to contribute
to the NEC now and we are pulling out of the
NEC. The long term approach is for us
remain in there and make our enterprises
sustainable. Let us avoid short term solutions
because in all cases these short term solutions

To page 2
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Firing NSSA managers will not stop the rot

JAMES MATIZA - fired for abusing workers contributions with his cronies

BY ADMORE MARAMBANYIKA

L

abour has welcomed the dismissal of the
entire top management of the National
Social Security Authority (NSSA),
including chief executive James Matiza, on
allegations of gross incompetence and abuse of
funds but has hinted that the action would not
yield the desired results if corrective measures
are not implemented.
The Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions
(ZCTU) Secretary General Japhet Moyo said
the only means to ensure an efficient NSSA was
to make the board independent and answerable

to the contributors.
He said the NSSA agenda had been driven
without the input of labour as government
continued to elbow out labour representatives
from getting into the authority's board.
“The move by the new NSSA board to fire
top managers, including the general manager, as
part of the restructuring process, will not stop
the rot as long as the board is not independent in
its decision making,” he said.
Moyo said the NSSA mangers had become a
law unto themselves making dubious decisions
without anyone questioning them to the
detriment of contributors and beneficiaries. He
added that the major handicap to the

NEC’s going nowhere
from Page 1
leave us worse off than we
were before,” he said.
T h e e m p l oy e r s c h i e f
stressed that his body needed
to maintain the bipartite
arrangement after being
quizzed on EMCOZ's
sincerity to continue engaging
in negotiations with workers
following its reaction to
dismiss thousands of workers
following the July 17 Supreme
Court Judgment that allowed
employers to ter minate
employment contracts on
three months' notice.
“From the look of things it
does not make sense to have
your head shaved in your
absence. You need to be part
of these institutions because
they are going to set up
minimum wages and
standards in industrial sectors
and you will have to comply
with them. As employers you
have all our support and at the
end we are going to be a one
big happy family. T he
negotiating platform is not
only healthy to employers and
employees but also for the
good of the nation.
Negotiations can be held at
company level but as
employers we are awake to the
fact that NEC agreements
have a legal binding effect and
set minimum wages that
ensure unifor mity and
harmony in the industry,” he
said.
He added that EMCOZ was
not going to whip its members

to belong to NEC's but was
rather going to highlight to
them the advantages of
remaining as subscribing
members against the
disadvantages. He further
stressed that EMCOZ was
also still ver y much
committed to the Tripartite
Negotiating Forum regardless
of the court applications it
filed against some provisions
of the new labour law
amendments.
“While we are pursuing the
social dialogue route we still
have to protect our
membership. We are saying no
to retrospective laws but when
parliament makes a law in
retrospective we in business
are left confounded. ZCTU
demanded to be co-joined to
fight on the side of
government on that issue and
we have no problem with
that,” he said.
The relatively soft stance
towards workers by employers
seem to be stemming from the
recent setbacks which capital
has suffered since the
amendment of the labour
laws after the landmark July 17
Supreme Court judgment.
The retrospective effect on
compensation for dismissed
workers which they are
contesting at the courts
caught them flat footed. The
cumulative effect of
retrospection is that they
would have to fork out huge
amounts to pay the dismissed
workers at a time they had

convinced themselves that the
law had circumvented
retrenchment process by
dismissing on meager three
m o n t h s s a l a r y. T h e
government labour alliance in
defending the employers'
application against paying
terminal benefits in retrospect
could also be another push
factor for the mild stance.
Workers on the other hand
said agreements between the
employer and employee
parties did not warrant
interference from other
quarters as they are mutual in
nature.
ZCTU secretary general
Japhet Moyo said the stance by
employers was encouraging
but expressed concern on the
impact and policing aspect
for those employers who
would not want to contribute
to the NEC if the case in the
courts come out in the
employer’s favour.
“There is a group of
employers who feel that they
should not be compelled to
contribute to the NEC. Our
advice to them is that it is very
dangerous and would pose a
lot problems to them if they
disassociate themselves from
the main industrial negotiating
platform. The platform is part
of the international
convention on collective
bargaining and it also seeks to
promote social dialogue. So
this group of employers is
seeking to go against the

To page 8

maladministration of the public fund was that
the board was answerable to shadow characters
not contributors.
“For long the ZCTU has been complaining
about the rot at NSSA, including bad
investment decisions that saw millions of
dollars of workers' money being lost in
collapsed banks. Reports indicate that NSSA
lost $50 million in ReNaissance Merchant Bank,
$15 million in Interfin Banking cooperation,
another $16 million in other collapsed banks as
well as close to a million in Genesis Bank,” he
said.
Labour had been aggrieved that the
government continued to snub labour
candidates for the NSSA board which resulted
in most decisions being taken without input
from the contributing base.
“If the government continues to refuse the
ZCTU candidate, we will be left with no option
than to seek recourse in the courts. We have all
the reason to have our candidate sit on the board
to safeguard workers' contributions,” Moyo
said.
The ZCTU has in the past clashed with
NSSA and g overnment over the
implementation of the national health
insurance scheme and currently the NSSA
savings bank whose operationalization is
shrouded in secrecy.
The authority has also been under fire from
pensioners whose monthly earnings are a
pittance.
The monthly hand-outs are supposed to be a
safety net for pensioners but the
$60-00 which the pensioners are getting is
below the poverty-datum-line and for most
pensioners living in remote areas they can only
access the money through banks which are in
major towns and cities.
The pension funds have no exact date on
which they are deposited into individual bank
accounts and according to one pensioner the
funds are deposited into their accounts
sometimes during the beginning of each
month, with no exact date being set.
NSSA is tasked with instituting public policy
measures which protect an individual in life
situations or after retirement and death; but the
authority is giving pensioners insignificant
figures as benefits for their service to the nation.
The government should re-look into the

governing rules in as far as calculations of
pensions and monthly individual earnings; since
NSSA is supposed to be a benefit scheme for
those that would have served the nation but if
those tasked with securing the funds take a
leading role in abusing the funds to their own
benefit the sackings are justified.
The dismissal were part of a “major
restructuring” exercise being implemented by
the authority's new board.
Casualties with Matiza were investment
director, Shadreck Vera, finance director Patrick
Mupani, corporate services director, Tendai
Mafunda, and Information Communication
Technology director, Bright Chidyagwai.
NSSA chairperson Robin Vela, confirmed
the dismissals and said a member of the board
would replace Matiza on an interim basis.
“NSSA board member, Hashmon
Matemera, the former group managing director
of BancABC Zimbabwe, will act as interim
general Manager until a substantive general
manager has been identified,” read the
Statement.
“Mr Matemera is not a candidate for the
substantive position and his acting appointment
will not extend beyond the latest date of 31
March 2016 under any circumstances. Further
announcements will be made in due course.”
The dismissed managers faced a raft of
allegations including flouting tender procedures
and buying themselves mansions and luxury
vehicles.
Directors were accused of allocating
themselves stands at NSSA housing projects for
free, giving themselves interest free loans.
Companies linked to the directors were also
said to be among NSSA's leading suppliers.
Last year legislators expressed concern at the
manner in which the authority which has
investments in most of the companies on the
stock exchange was being run.
Parliament's Public Accounts Portfolio
Committee was, at the time, told that eight of
the top managers at NSSA owe the organisation
more than US$1,7 million in outstanding loan
repayments.
Other employees owe the institution a
combined US$18,9 million, bringing the total
internal staff lending to about US$23,6 million.

Fired BancABC workers petition Atlas Mara CEO
BY CHRISTOPHER MAHOVE

W

orkers whose contracts were
ter minated on notice by
BancABC have petitioned the
Chief Executive officer of Atlas Mara, J
Vitalo asking him to intervene and ensure
they get meaningful packages.
Atlas Mara is the new major shareholder
in BancABC.
The petition, copied to BancABC Acting
Chief Executive Officer, B Mudavanhu,
was handed over to the bank's Managing
Director, Joel Sibanda, by the Zimbabwe
Banks and Allied Workers Union
(ZIBAWU) President, Farai Katsande at the
bank's head office at Arundel Office Park in
Harare.
“We propose that you facilitate dialogue
between us and the local management (to)
ensure a win-win situation for the parties
concerned. We strongly believe that
BancABC can still salvage itself from this
mess and emerge stronger through the
resolution of this issue,” read part of the
petition.
The workers said there were fair means
that could be used in the restructuring of
the financial institution and the
retrenchment of workers other than
terminating their contracts without a
meaningful package.
They said what was worrying was that the
bank had posted a half year profit of more
than $1 million after tax and was splashing
over $1 million in sponsorship of local
football clubs but was unwilling to pay its

workers exit packages.
'We are surprised that the bank is already
embarking on a massive recruitment exercise
soon after these unlawful terminations, thus
exposing the bank's mala-fide intentions,”
said Katsande, in an address to workers who
were picketing outside the bank offices in
solidarity with the fired workers.
Katsande said the terminations were not
based on justified economic or
organizational considerations, adding that
the bank was being hypocritical as top
management was awarding themselves hefty
loans at the expense of paying workers.
Three senior bank managers (names
supplied) reportedly awarded themselves
loans of $700 000, $500 000 and $300 000
respectively.
Katsande said most financial institution
had not implemented the judgment because
of the obvious effects it would have on the
financial sector in Zimbabwe which was
exposed to salary based personal loans
deriving part of its business from personal
account holders, most of whom were
workers.
The terminations, he said, were in sharp
contrast with the purported Banc ABC
values of integrity, professionalism and
people passion.
Efforts to get comments from the bank's
management were fruitless as police in antiriot gear and some security details manning
the entrance barred journalists, including
those from state broadcaster, ZBC, from
entering the premises.
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ZCTU scoffs at IMF funded parastatal audits
BY ADMORE MARAMBANYIKA

L

abour has described the moves by the
International Monetary Fund to
bankroll the “specialized audits” in
the country's state enterprises with the aim of
finding "scenarios" of revival as vain efforts
of converting the unconvertible.
The government has already warmed up to
the Breton woods' institution's blueprint to
economic revival as it seeks to revive an
economy in the intensive care.
Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions
General Secretary Japhet Moyo poured cold
water on the audits saying the government was
in no mood for reforms as witnessed over the
years adding that previous efforts to
restructure parastatals by social partners have
been thrown into the dustbin.
“Government itself is bloated at the top in
its structure, while we do appreciate those
who say parastatal are overstaffed with
unqualified personnel, while we also
appreciate those that say the employment
policy in all government institutions has been
very partisan we seem to have challenges with
any prescription which is coming from IMF.
From a historical background the IMF has
been prescribing policies which are antiworkers and
anti those disadvantaged
therefore the interventions to deal with what I
have just mentioned should be done by social
partners rather than the IMF,” he said.
Moyo said the government has fallen hook,
line and sinker as they have always done
before, people recall that in 1990 the
government implemented a similar IMF
economic blueprint, the Economic Structural
Adjustment Programe now we have the Staff
Monitoring Programme.
He said governments worldwide have a
weakness of ignoring social partners when
they engage these institutions.
“Proposed restructuring strategies by social
partners had a human face but they were
ignored however we doubt if government will
implement whatever the recommendations of
the audit would be. Some of the
recommendations might mean ministers
losing personal perks,” he said.
Moyo said if the audit recommends the
strengthening of accountability systems the
result would be that it would become very
difficult for them to steal for example a
parastatal cannot furnish the house of a
minister and give him a vehicle.

“A minister is paid by the treasury but we
hear they are also getting perks from these
parastatals. We do not see government
implementing what will come out of the audit.
Many of our parastatals personnel especially
in the high ranking category are political
appointees therefore the audit might discover
that they are not suitable for their positions.
We hear that some people there failed
interviews but they were employed,” said
Moyo.
He said as long as the audits are carried out
without wide consultation much of the
information they need to come up with clear
guidelines would be missing and the audits
inconclusive for implementation.
Among the state collapsed and corruption
ridden enter prises targ eted in the
restructuring audits are the Cold Storage
Company (CSC), National Railways of
Zimbabwe (NRZ), Air Zimbabwe, the
Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC)
and the Grain Marketing Board (GMB).
Corporate Governance, State Enterprises
and Delivery Unit permanent secretary in the
Office of the President, Ambassador Stuart
Comberbach, said specialised audits have
already started in some of these state
enterprises whose aim is to come up with “a
range of scenario” for turning around the
failing firms.
“That will, in some cases, certainly involve
the coming in of joint venture partners of
private partnerships, but it takes time to turn a
monster like NRZ around or to get the road
system back to the capacity where it should be
at,” he said.
He said after the audits, government should
not only inject fresh capital but ensure that
qualified personnel are given the mandate and
responsibility of running these state
enterprises.
“Reforming a parastatal is one thing and
you need also need to make sure that the
management knows what it is doing.
Management at CEO, board and senior staff
levels should be qualified and competent and
we should also make sure that they are abide by
sound good corporate governance principles
which has not been the case with most of our
state enterprises,” he said.
“A number of parastatals do not have full
boards and others do not have boards at all
and this is something which really needs to be
addressed but it will take time seriously
because we have 97. Moreover, you cannot

GMB Silos - most parastals are now empty shells owing to mismanagement
run a modern economy if you do not have
electricity and you need water and an efficient
railway network.”
Top management at most of these
parastatals have been accused of looting, at
times fraudulently awarding themselves hefty
salaries and personal loans at the expense of
their struggling entities.
Flouting tender procedures, tax evasions,
non-remission of dues to, trade unions and
social protection funds and money laundering
have also characterised most of these public
firms.
The audit which will see the parastatals
streamlining their operations is likely to
identify redundant positions for possible
termination as the government moves to
reduce its wage bill as well as that of its
parastatals.
Finance minister Patrick Chinamasa said
Zimbabwe would ride on the successful
clearance of arrears to the preferred creditors
to engage the European Investment Bank, the
Paris Club and non-Paris Club bilateral
creditors for debt resolution.
The government, which is grappling with
$8.4 billion external debt has of late been
under pressure to comply with IMF
recommendations to be eligible for loans.
Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe Governor
John Mangudya has also said Zimbabwe was
working hard to “put its house in order” to
regain access to fresh low cost funding.
The central bank chief is optimistic the
country will be able to mobilise the $1,8

billion needed to clear its arrears to global
financiers by June next year to remove the
country risk profile and open fresh funding
opportunities.
“We need to put our house in order. Who
would give you new money if your house is
not in order? “If it comes, it will be very
expensive,” he said.
According to the IMF Zimbabwe's
economic and financial conditions remain
difficult, growth has slowed, unemployment
is rising and economic activity is increasingly
shifting to the informal sector.
The Zimbabwean authorities remain
committed to implementing sound
macroeconomic and structural policies.
“Despite increasing economic and
financial difficulties, the Zimbabwean
authorities have demonstrated strong
commitment to the program by taking
i m p o r t a n t s t e p s t o a d va n c e t h e i r
macroeconomic and structural reforms.
They have made significant progress in
implementing their refor m agenda,
particularly in financial sector and labourmarket reforms. In addition, they are starting
to take steps to rationalise public expenditure
and reduce public sector employment costs,”
reads an IMF statement earlier last month.
The IMF noted that Zimbabwe had
intensified its reengagement with the
international community, with the immediate
objective of resolving arrears.

Military linked security company sued
over unpaid dues by dismissed guards
BY JUSTIN MUWONDA
in Mutare

M

asimba Security a
private security
company jointly
owned by Zimbabwe Defence
Forces and a consortium of retired
high ranking military officers has
embarked on an employment
termination spree in its Chiadzwa
Operations.
More than 20 private security
guards were laid off in the month of
September alone on the basis of low
business.
The security company, in its
letters of dismissals the company
said “Due to reduction of posts by
client, be advised that your current
employment contract has been
terminated.”
The Client referred to by
Masimba Security is Jinan Mine, a
Chinese diamond mining firm which

is involved in the Mining of
diamonds in the Chiadzwa area.
These security guards whose
contracts were terminated had
served company for periods ranging
above two and three years on fixed
term contracts that had been
continuously renewed without any
work stoppages or changes to the
nature of work.
Zimbabwe Security Guards Union
(ZISEGU), Eastern Region office
confirmed that and has since written
to the Group Human Resources
advising on a positional approach to
have the terminations being done in
hook line and sinker with the Law.
However by the time of going to
print the security company had not
responded to the union.
The Union Officer also confirms
that he had taken the matter to the
Designated Agent (D/A) for the
National Employment Council for
the Security Industry (NECSI)
Manicaland for Conciliation.
The Union said it is challenging

these rampant unlawful
terminations, non compliance to a
host of Industrial regulations and
several allegations of unfair labour
practices, among them.
The Union also said it would raise
allegations of lack of compliance to
the First Out Last In (FOLI)
employment concept which is the
anchor for any fixed term contract
terminations. Chief among this act,
the Union is alleging lack of
compliance to the Labour
Amendment Act number 5 of 2015
provisions by the former employer.
The security company is also
accused of failing to comply with the
Labour Act Chapter 28:01 generally,
on the issues of Vacation leave
entrenched in the echelons Security
Industry Collective Bargaining
Agreement (Statutory Instrument 76
of 2012) under section 21.
Also on the multi faceted terms
of references are the issue to do with
sections 5 and 7 on Ordinary Hours

of work and Payment of Overtimes
worked whilst employees were
supposed to be off duty respectively.
The employees are alleging
underpayment for overtime worked
and the union has since started
instituting claims for compensation
as well as members' money deducted
for the purchasing of the company's
fridge and the amounts deducted for
uniforms which are supposed to be
provided for free of charge in terms
of the legislation section 28 (1)
Statutory Instrument 76 of 12 (CBA)
as read with Private Investigations
and Security Guards (General)
Regulations Statutory Instrument
156 of 2007 are to be invoked in
support of its members rights.
The workers are also claiming
their unpaid housing and transport
allowances for their entire tenure, a
provision which has been agreed and
deeply embedded in the CBA.
It was also revealed that there was
an unscrupulous manager who
extorted $1.00 each from all the

employees over 300 employees.
“This was done forcefully and a
military style of threat was applied.
The union is claiming its members'
money obtained under duress by this
big brother manager,” the ZISEGU
official.
Although there is a promissory
clause of returning all affected work
force to work when the Employer
gets more premises, it remains a pipe
dream in this job carnivorous
economy. Also upon the elapse of
two month period workers are
bound to lose their continuous
services. “It is important for both
parties to start negotiations of
retrenchment packages”, said one
former worker on condition of
anonymity.
The matter awaits a set down date
for Conciliation proceedings before
the NEC Designated Agent.
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Where are we going comrades?

I

f Zimbabwe was a company, it could have been closed a long time
ago. In fact the epitaph on the Zimbabwean grave would be
reading “Here lies the once jewel of Africa that was destroyed by
its own liberators”.
To say that the country is in a sorry state is trite: there is no
electricity; there is no water; the roads are all full of potholes; there are
th
no jobs; corruption is so high that we are now ranked the 5 most
corrupt country in Africa; the education and health sectors have all
collapsed; industry has collapsed; there is no agriculture to talk about;
and above all, we are bereft of leadership.
For the past decade or so, Zimbabweans have been mourning about
their state of affairs with little effort being made to solve the crisis.
There was a time when some people predicted an uprising as the state
of the economy continued to fall, but nothing of that sort happened.
Most Zimbabweans have become dejected and watching the
unfolding tragedy with disinterest. Judging by the swelling number of
people who are visiting the Pentecostal churches and also the number
of these churches that are sprouting up, it appears Zimbabweans
have been cowed into submission and are just waiting for divine
intervention.
Have Zimbabweans given up the fight for a better country? Gone
are the days when civic society and labour would call for a
demonstration and thousands would heed the call. Nowadays only a
handful pitch up. Have we been intimidated to such an extent that we
cannot call our leaders to order and demand what is ours?
The recent demonstration by university students in South Africa
against fees hike has shown what the people's power can do. Our
students at universities have and are living under the most inhuman
conditions, but they cannot even raise their voices to express disgust.
What is happening to the militancy that was known to come from
students at University of Zimbabwe and Harare Polytechnic?
The current Zanu PF leadership, including President Robert
Mugabe, is clearly out of ideas on how to solve a myriad of problems
the country is facing. There is no doubt that President Mugabe, after
ruling the country for over 35 years, is now tired and too old to
continue. At 91 years, he needs to rest and let the young generation
take over.
Unfortunately, looking at the people in Zanu PF who are fighting to
replace him is not inspiring at all. His current vice presidents are like
square pegs in round holes. What changes would one expect from
Phelekezela Mphoko and Emmerson Mnangagwa? They all have the
same mentality and will stick to the status quo.
Having been in power for over 35 years, the best is to now have new
brooms in the office. Perhaps it is time for Zimbabweans to turn to the
opposition for a new government. Yes it happened in neighbouring
Zambia and it resulted in economic boom. Kenneth Kaunda's United
National Independence Party (UNIP) had ruined the country's
economy for over 30 years and when the opposition took over, there
was a renewed hope and the economy improved. It also happened in
Malawi where the Malawi Congress Party (MCP) ruled for decades,
but once it was defeated, there was a turnaround of the economy.
But as things stand, Zimbabwe has no pilot and the future is bleak.
No one knows where the country is going and what will become of
tomorrow as everyone is watching the soap opera from the terraces.
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Zim needs solutions,
not blame games

KIMION TAGWIREI

M

illions of people
struggling to withstand
Zimbabwean economic
and political crisis hold old Robert
Mugabe accountable, while the
internationally condemned president
shifts blame to the West and local
opposition parties.
This article intends to suggest that
Zimbabwe falls apar t while
responsible people waste time and
resources on blame–peddling. This
columnist herein seeks to prove that
Zimbabwe needs solutions and not
badmouthing to recover economically
and politically.
Concerned Zimbabweans
generally allege that President Robert
Mugabe led Zimbabwe from a rich
bread basket to a tattered basket case
status. Most critics argue that Zanu PF
policies, for example, unfriendly
indegenisation policy, scared many
investors away and wounded our
economy. People rightfully point out
that Zanu PF master minded
disastrous land reforms, electoral
fraud, human rights abuses and
mismanaged the state.
President Robert Mugabe and
Zanu PF may be the chief suspects if
we were investigating who led us to
this tragic end. But, can Robert
Mugabe and Zanu PF be the only ones
to blame? Is the solution to our crisis
really expected from President Robert
Mugabe and Zanu PF alone?
Let us look at the 91 year old
president and 52 year old Zanu PF.
President Robert Mugabe was born in
1924, Zanu PF was born in 1963.

Since birth, Robert Mugabe and
Zanu PF have never taken full
responsibility of Zimbabwean
problems. Before independence
they blamed colonial masters for
enriching themselves at the
expense of Zimbabweans. True,
most White colonialists wronged
Zimbabweans, but mere blame did
not resolve our issues. History and
current affairs confirm that
Mugabe and his cronies enrich
themselves the same way guilty
White settlers did!
Allegedly to crush opposition,
Mugabe–led Zanu masterminded
Gukurahundi massacres and
pointed fingers on Joshua Nkomo,
lying that he ignited the
unforgettable madness as he led
Zapu which Zanu regarded as
rebellious. No blame shifting can
justify such atrocities.
Some
analysts argue that Mugabe thinks
that peddling blame and silencing
those who dare raise Gukurahundi
issues will make Zimbabweans
forget. Zimbabweans cannot just
forgive and forget when guilty
gangs deny responsibility.
Painfully, those leopards –
Zanufied leaders seldom changed
their spots as they continued
perpetrating bloody violence
against opposing voices hitherto
today. Worst of recent experiences
is that of 2008 pre–electoral
turbulence that left thousands of
opposition members and suspected
supporters killed or maimed.
President Mugabe and Zanu PF
again refused to admit
responsibility. They blamed
opposition parties, alleging that
MDC–T triggered the violence.
Continuous blame shifting proves
lack of solutions on the bone of
contention.
Besides that, Zanu PF also
peddled blame on chaotic farm
invasions. The revolutionary party
said commercial White farmers
owned multiple fertile farms while
Zimbabweans starved with small
infertile areas and, like a demon–
possessed legion, ran fast track land
reform programme, allowing

hungry and greedy politicians to
grab multiple farms which they
underutilized. The land issue is one
of the stumbling blocks on
Zimbabwe's economic
development worse than it was with
Whites. Blaming Whites on land
issue did not solve an inch of the
Zimbabwean problems because
Zanu PF wastes energy and
resources on personalities instead
of tackling issues.
We hear government officials
shamelessly talking of sanctions and
poor rains, while neglecting
irrigation schemes and selling
equipment seized from White
farmers.
When our economy began
hemorrhaging, Zanu PF turned
blame to MDC–T, trying to hide
behind sanctions myth in vain as we
all knew that sanctions were
targeted on individuals. Empirical
evidence ascertains that sanctions
were a useless smokescreen that
only provided temporary excuses
for leadership failures. With or
without sanctions, responsible
leaders could devise ways to resolve
our crisis.
From the blues, first lady Grace
Mugabe who entered active politics
lately, possibly out of desperate
attempts to assist her hard–pressed
husband, quickly joined blame game
with immeasurable immaturity and
worsened Zanu PF blunders
confirmed by her careless and costly
moves against former vice president
Joyce Mujuru and her allies.
Imagine what great strides we
could be sharing today, if thousands
of US dollars wasted on Grace
Mugabe blame peddling
countrywide tours were channeled
to economic recovering projects for
the nation!
Can we note that Zanu PF has
never accepted responsibility of
anything bad since year 1980? Most
importantly, do we realize that
blame game does not help? That
President Robert Mugabe does not
admit that he led this country from
glory to doom, Grace Mugabe does
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ZUPCO to fork out 19k in labour damages

Maid, cleaner to pocket
28k in labour damages T
BY ALOIS VINGA

T

wo domestic workers who
were unlawfully dismissed by
the International Red Cross
Society will smile all the way to the
bank after the Labour Court granted
them a whopping $28000-00 in
compensation.
The two, Judy Chimango and
Patricia Chireshe had their contracts
of employment ter minated in
November 2013 under unclear
circumstances which were not at
points of law..
Aggrieved by the dismissal they
referred their matter for conciliation
but no concrete agreement was
reached. This development prompted
the matter to be referred to arbitration.
In passing verdict the arbitrator ruled
in favour of the employees' on the
basis that the dismissals were unlawful.
The arbitrator's verdict had
shortcomings in that it did not order

r e i n s t a t e m e n t w h i ch l e d t h e
employees' to approach the labour
court .The Labour Court on 20 March
2015 determined that the applicants'
contracts of employment were
terminated unlawfully and ordered
reinstatement in lieu of reinstatement.
However five months after the
Court's ruling the Red Cross failed to
take any action. The two employees'
were left with no choice except
approach the labour court for
quantification of damages. They
submitted affidavits detailing the
damages claimed.
The affidavits claimed back pay
from the dates of dismissal to March
2015 when reinstatement was ordered
.Other damages claimed were leave
days, terminal benefits and damages
for loss of employment.
Dismissing the claims Red Cross
argued that there was no evidence
justifying the period eighteen months
claimed as damages for loss of

employment. They also argued that the
two h a d so ugh t em p l oym en t
elsewhere hence were not entitled back
pay from the date of dismissal.
In weighing the facts Labour Court
Judge Honorable Murasi took note of
the factors that; the papers filed by the
Red Cross lacked substantial detail in
dismissing the claims made by the
employees, the dismissal of the claims
was only done orally and no evidence
proved that the employees had sought
employment elsewhere or whether
they had registered with any
employment agency.
In passing verdict recorded under
LC/H/593/2015 the Honorable
Judge said: “I would therefore make
the following awards. First Applicant
Judy Chimango be paid a total of $13
222.57 and second applicant, Patricia
Chireshe be paid $14 933.21.”
The employees' were represented
by Albert Chambati of Chambati,
Mataka and Makonese.

Informal workers want council bye-laws changed
BY CHRISTOPHER MAHOVE

I

nformal workers have called for
immediate changes to local
authorities' by laws which they said
were outdated and no longer relevant to
the current situation in the country.
Speaking at a joint press conference
by the National Informal Economy
Network in Harare, Zimbabwe
Chamber of Informal Economy
Associations (ZCIEA) President,
Lorraine Sibanda said the government
should engage them in dialogue in order
to come up with a win-win situation.
“ We d e m a n d a n i n c l u s i v e ,
consultative and participatory policy
framework for mulation for the
informal economy. For instance, the
outdated bye-laws are no longer
relevant and applicable to the current
Zimbabwean economic situation where
more and more people are now working
in the informal economy,” she said
Sibanda said informal economy
workers, through ZCIEA, had come up
with various documents which were
presented to the government for
consideration but met with resistance.
“We have come up with several ideas,

including a document and a
presentation to parliament on how we
can work together both the informal
economy representatives and the
government towards the sustainable tax
system to allow informal economy
workers to contribute without being
strained and also without the
government having to abuse informal
economy workers and confiscating
their goods,” she said.
Informal workers, she said, were not
merely being confrontational but
sought to find solutions to the
challenges faced in informal work with
a view to protect the images of both
their members and that of the country
and the organisations that they
represented.
While they acknowledge the
existence of designated places, they
were worried that these were not decent
and lucrative, as decency took into
consideration many factors such as
ablution facilities and meaningful
business.
“People have to be relocated to
where people can have toilets and
running water because if one is going to

work at a place from 6am to 7pm, they
would need a toilet and running
water,” she said, adding that they had
no problems being moved to places
with all the necessary facilities.
Sibanda said currently, their
members had shunned the sites
designated by council because they
were not strategically positioned as
council had taken a unilateral approach
to try and deal with issues that affected
i n f o r m a l wo r ke r s i n s t e a d o f
consulting them to ensure their
concerns were considered.
She said it was government's
responsibility to find them decent
working space, adding that authorities
should not be partisan when dealing
with informal workers.
“The removal of vendors from the
streets must be universal as the issue of
vending is a national challenge which
speaks to all regardless of political
affiliation. We demand that measures
be put in place to put an end to
unprecedented levels of corruption,
extortion of bribes from informal
workers and an end to partisan
distribution of spaces,” she said.

Bitcon lose project over wage dispute
BY DICKSON CHAERUKA

S

outh African based Group 5
International (G5) has
terminated a contract with
Bitcon Civil Works and Construction
to rehabilitate the Mutare- Harare
highway for stalling completion of the
project due to recurrent strikes by the
firm's workforce who had gone for
over 6 months without salaries, The
Worker has learnt.
Bitcon was sub-contracted in
September last year to resurface the
highway from Odzi to the ZimbabweMozambique Manica-border post.
Bitcon fell out with the contractor
this year in March after failing to
honour some contractual obligations
m o s t l y f a i l i n g t o r e mu n e r a t e
employees.
''... .as a result the workers were
working under frustration such that it
was hard to beat the targets set by
G5.Terms of the contract stipulated
that the contracted should be in a
capacity to meet own administration
costs including settling all salary
expenses. The contractor only settled a
quarter of the project's quotation and it
was agreed that a full disbursement of
the contract's quotation was only to be
made at the end of the project. It later
on emerged that Bitcon had no capacity
to pay workers and this resulted in us
losing the project,'' reported one of the

Bitcon former supervisors who
requested to remain anonymous.
The company terminated contracts
of employment of all the 33 workers
who were working on the project.
The workers said they had taken
their for mer employer before
arbitration at the industry's NEC
demanding full payment of owed
salaries amounting to $57 037, 00 for
the period October 2014 to March
2015.
''We were only given money
equivalent to 1 and a half months
salaries from since we started the
project until the day we were
terminated. We received the money in
bits and we were only given after a
protest. By the time the project was
terminated we had gone for a sit in of
over five days protesting for our wages
because it was becoming unbearable,''
said one of the former employees who
requested for anonymity.
The Zimbabwe Construction and
Allied Trades Workers Union
( Z C AT W U ) E a s t e r n Re g i o n a l
Organising Secretary, Jackson Mutisi
confirmed the case saying it was
unfortunate that some firms blatantly
bid for mega projects without
effectively considering their workforce
welfare.
''The union was always up against
the company for failing to remunerate
workers. It was such a gross disregard

of the workers' value when the firm
overworked them to beat its targets but
at the same time not able to give the
workers their wages. Workers were
grossly frustrated such that their
working relationship with management
strained which consequently cost the
company the project. Worse still, the
company was not honouring any
statutor y obligations including
remitting trade union dues. It was also
ironic that the owner, who is a former
boss in our industry's NEC, could
perpetrate such injustices against
employees,'' he said.
Efforts to conduct the company's
CEO, Oliver Chidhawu were fruitless
until the time of going for print.

BY ALOIS VINGA

he troubled Zimbabwe United Passenger Company ( ZUPCO) is
set to lose property worth $19000-00 in compensation to former
clerk ,Rhinos Bhasvi who was unlawfully dismissed in 2010.
It is the state's case that sometime in 2010 Bhasvi breached the company's
code of conduct by failing to account for US$487, 00.The employee then
compensated the loss by paying the money from personal savings within a
day as directed by the Zupco code of conduct.
However the company proceeded to dismiss the employee on the grounds
of misplacement and theft despite the fact that the employee had paid the
sum within the stipulated period.
Aggrieved by the development the employee, through the Transport
General Workers' Union of Zimbabwe appealed to the company's
management. In passing verdict the management overturned the appeal
ruling that the decision issued was final.
This prompted the Bhasvi to approach the Labour Court for redress onthe
matter where the company was ordered to reinstate the employee. Following
the court order the employee approached ZUPCO on several occasions
advising them of the court ruling but the employer did not respond.
Having been left with no option the company approached the labour for
court in 2014 for quantification of damages in lieu of reinstatement. The
court then ordered ZUPCO to pay Basvi an amount to the tune of
$19,818,00.
However in September 2015 close to half a decade from the court order the
company wrote a letter to Basvi through TGWUZ advising him to report
for duty in line with the court order. Surprisingly there was no mention of
payment of damages in lieu of reinstatement. The employer offered
employment and only promised to talk about the owed money after Basvi
had commenced his duties.
The employee could not accept the suspicious offer since he had quantified
damages in a development that will see the embattled parastatal losing
property worth $19,818, 00
The matter was preside over by Labour Court Judge Honourable Mhuri and
is recorded under LC./H/ORD/453/15

Smelting company ordered to effect salary increase
BY JAMES MUTASA

A

Chinese owed ferrochrome Smelting Company Xin Yu was
recently ordered to pay more than $36000 salary arrears to 130
employees by arbitrator Matthias Ruziwa, a move viewed by
workers as positive in the labour movement.
The Gweru based company adamantly refused to effect a salary increase
agreed at the National Employment Council for the Ferrochrome
Industry in July 2014 arguing that it is operating at a deficit as a result of
fluctuating chrome.
The employees who were represented by National Union of Metal and
Allied Industry in Zimbabwe (NUMAIZ) had submitted to the arbitrator
that Xin Yu had shut down furnaces for refurbishment in February 2015
laying off 104 employees in the process. According to them the laying off
of some of the employees had an impact in the reduction of Xin yu wage
bill.
In his submissions to the arbitrator Kamwembwa a legal practitioner of
Tavenhave and Machingauta legal practitioners who represented Xin yu
had pleaded with the arbitrator to postpone the decision to compel the
salary increment until the economic situation has stabilised and favourable
for proper implantation of the collective bargaining agreement.
“Ordering Xin yu to enforce the 8,2 percent increase on wages, will
simply mean the company will be driven into a graveyard,” lamented
Kamwembwa who added that, “The increment will have an effect of
$3034 per month for 130 employees.”
In his award Arbitrator Ruziwa said, “In the absence of the granting of
any further exemption from paying the gazetted minimum wages by the
NEC for Ferro Alloy Industry, this honourable tribunal has no legal basis
to allow Respondent not to pay Claimants the NEC minimum wages.”
Sadly for employees, Xin yu had remained arrogant and Shengfang Su
an interpreter with the company stated in any affidavit to the labour court,
“I humbly state that if the award were to be implemented, the applicant
(Xin Yu) would be left with no option but to shut down as it had no
capability to continue.”
Meanwhile NUMAIZ has trained young workers on Economic literacy
through its educational workshops held in Gweru, Kadoma, Redcliff and
Bulawayo recently.
According to Patrick Gambiza who is the vice President of NUMAIZ
the educational workshops were successful.
“We have trained more than 80 young workers who are our members on
economic literacy with the aim of having a well informed young workforce
in the metal industry. As a union we have a clear intention of not only
protecting and safeguarding our members from unfair labour practices but
also to educate and inform our people on all aspects which have a bearing
on them,” said Gambiza.

Deforestation threatens scenic Mutare
BY TENSON MUCHEFA
limate change is affecting
the weather patterns in
Zimbabwe and Manicaland
in particular has been plagued with
deforestation which is threatening
to cull the scenic views of the
province owing to electricity
shortages.
Mutare residents are competing
to deforest the town in search of
fire wood and burning grasses for
mice.

C

In an interview with an EMA
Environmental Officer in Mutare
who spoke on condition of
anonymity, he said; “Without the
department of parks it is difficult to
curb these destroyers of the
environment. It is a game of
collective fights not one
organizational war though we are
making more than 20 arrests per day
and fine them between $20 to
$100.”
When contacted for a comment,

City of Mutare Security Officer, Mr.
Perkins in the department parks,
confirmed that residents are enemies
of their nature saying they cut down
trees in the broad day light and at
night.
''As council workers we work
strictly during the day hence at night
residents they still sneak cut down
trees and bushes for fire wood,''
Mutare is becoming a desert in the
next three years if this practice is not
abated. It is evidently now that these
mountains are now naked, with
shrubs and stumps.
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Termination of employment
exposes cheating employer
BY GIFT KAPEKO in Gweru

A

worker at Fairmile Motel in
Gweru who was fired on
three months notice of
ter mination of employment
together with all other employees in
terms of the common law on the
23rd of July 2015, is up in arms with
his employer whom he is accusing
of not remitting his pension
deductions to the National
Employment Council for the
Catering Industry (NECCI) and
union dues.
Kelvin Banda approached the
NECCI to apply for his pension
refund as he wanted to raise capital
to start his own business when his
notice comes to an end on the 22nd
October 2015, only to be told that
his name is not appearing in the
Pension Funds Systems. Banda was
engaged at the Hotel in 2007 in the
front office department as a Porter

and was promoted to a Receptionist
in 2009 in the same department. He
signed a prescribed NECCI
contract of employment upon
engagement as required in terms of
the Collective Barg aining
Ag reement of the Catering
Industry (CBA) the S.I. 167/1991
clause 17 (1). The employer was
deducting the NEC pension and
levy, Zimbabwe Catering & Hotel
Workers' Union (ZCHWU) dues,
NSSA, etc… from the employees
income every month.
A ZCHWU representative in
Gweru spoke to the Human
Resources Manager Gamuchirai
Marime on the 12th October 2015
who said they are making a plan to
negotiate with Banda.
“We are engaging both Banda
and his employer to work out a
solution
so that they make
calculations of all deductions and
pay him back,” she said.

She added that they would also
do calculations for the union dues
and make the payments to the
Union.
Banda's representative said: “the
said arrangement will prejudice the
worker as the employers are
required to submit their portion of
pension to the NEC towards the
employee's benefits, and in this case
the employee will lose the
employer's portion'.
The Hotel HR said after the
completion of the period of notice
they will withdraw the notice letters
and re-engage the workers, but
some will be paid their packages.
Investigations are still underway
to establish if there are other
employees who have also fallen the
Banda way.
Ashley Chisango an official from
Catering Industry Pension Fund
confirmed that Banda was not
registered in their systems.

Judge reverses own decision
to save Kaukonde property
BY CHRISTOPHER MAHOVE

UNION NEWS IN BRIEF

Guard in suicide attempt
over terminal benefits
BY ENITHA NYATI

A

former employee of Intersec Security threatened to commit
suicide at his employer's premises over terminal benefits after
his contract was terminated.
Mugovera Mutanga whose contract was terminated together with
200 other employees after the company lost business from a client
approached the Zimbabwe Security Guards Union's (ZISEGU) with
his pesticide threatening to gulp it.
ZISEGU General Secretary Phillimon Nhema said the employee
said Mutanga spent the whole day at the ZISEGU Central regional
offices in Gweru where the regional officer tried to counsel him as well
as engage with the employer.
“On the 15th of September 2015 Mugovera Mutanga visited
ZISEGU office in Midlands seeking assistance from the union to get
his terminal benefits from his former employer. Our officer tried to
counsel him and even informed the police about his intentions but they
could not come to an agreement. From Gweru he proceeded to the
Intersec head office in Kadoma where he confronted management
and was given $50-00,” said Nhema.
He added that the employer did not dispute owing Matanga his
benefits but stated that they were paying the terminal benefits in
batches.
“Intersec did not dispute owing Mutanga's terminal benefits whose
st
contract was terminated on the 31 of May 2015 after 5years of
service. From the remaining $300-00 which he was wed, the employer
deposited $50-00 into his bank account and advised him that the
balance of $250-00 would be cleared on the 30th of September 2015.Up
to date the employer has not yet honoured the agreement and efforts to
talk to them are proving fruitless as their phones are always off,” said
Nhema.
Nhema called on employers to be honest when dealing with laid off
employees to avoid such cases where employees would ponder ending
their lives over issues that can be solved amicably.

ZCTU against ZIMRA
hand in NSSA revenue

L

abour Court Judge, Lillian Kudya has been
reported to the Judicial Services Commission
for allegedly reversing her own judgment
without following procedure to save former Zanu PF
MP for Marondera Central, Ray Kaukonde's property
from the hammer.
Kudya is alleged to have overturned her earlier
decision dismissing an application for rescission of a
default judgment she had handed down against
Kaukonde's Amalgamated Motor Corporation, where
she awarded damages to the company's former
employee, Denford Chamwarura.
Chamwarira wrote to the JSC on June 2, 2015, to
register his displeasure over the conduct of the judge,
which he described as worrisome.
He said he was awarded damages on 30th January,
2013 in a default judgment, which prompted the
company to apply for rescission of the judgment,
which application was dismissed by Justice Kudya on
November 8, 2013.
Chamwarira further stated that the company made
another application on November 25, for condonation
and rescission combined, which again, Justice Kudya
dismissed on March 14, 2014.
“I successfully registered the Labour Court order at
the High Court of Zimbabwe under Case Number
HC1225/13. Subsequently, Mr. Mutarukwa (the
company lawyer) wrote to the Labour Court Judge L.
Kudya without my knowledge and finally got the
relief,” read part of his letter of complaint to the JSC.
He said on 24 March of the same year, he got a
phone call from the clerk of the judge requesting him
to attend court the following day, where a “purported”
hearing was conducted despite there being no
application before the court.
Chamwarira said the Sheriff attached the property
of AMC on March 27, 2014 and set the removal date as
April 1 of the same year.
“Amalgamated Motor Corporation through their
lawyer, Mr Mataruka of Gill, Godlonton and Gerrans
Legal Practitioners filed an urgent Chamber
APPLICATION TO THE High Court seeking stay of
removal. Before the hearing he produced a purported
Labour Court judgment issued by Honourable Judge L
Kudya which he said was handed down at the Labour
Court that very morning.
“I disputed this judgment because the Labour Court
never communicated with me about collecting the
judgment and my understanding is that judgments are
handed down on Fridays so this one was strange. This

2015

BY ALOIS VINGA

T

Ray Kaukonde
judgment prejudices me because the removal was
stayed,” he said.
He said efforts by his legal practitioners to get an
audience with the judge and also questioning the
wisdom of the judgment fell on deaf ears.
“This judgment issued on 1 April 2014 by justice L
Kudya forms the basis of my complaint against her.
There was no court application filed before the Labour
Court to warrant the judge to set aside her own
judgment or order, except the letter from Mr
Mataruka.
“I am advised, advice I readily embraced, that a
Judge cannot under any circumstances set aside her or
his own judgment or order like what Honourable
Kudya did,” he wrote in the letter.
Labour Court Judge, Justice Mhuri , in a letter to
Chamwarira dated 9 September 2015, advising him
that the outcome of the investigation into the matter
had been referred to the JSC.
“Please be advised that as your initial letter of
complaint was directed to the Secretary of the Judicial
Service Commission, it is to this office that (on 7th July,
2015, I addressed the outcome of my investigation, for
that office to then communicate with you. I therefore,
direct you to the same office for the response, wrote
the judge.

he Zimbabwe Congress Of Trade Unions has dismissed
alleged plans by the Government to merge operations of the
Zimbabwe Revenue Authority (ZIMRA) and the National
Social Security Authority (NSSA) in a move that will see ZIMRA
collecting revenue on behalf of NSSA.
Briefing the press at the ZCTU head offices in Harare, General
Secretary, Japhet Moyo confirmed receipt of reports on the merger.
“We have received numerous reports that the Ministry of Finance
is moving in to direct ZIMRA to be solely in charge of revenue
collection on behalf of NSSA. It is against this move that we
maintain deep reservations over the initiative”.
“Labour is not convinced that the system will be efficient and we
out rightly doubt ZIMRA's capacity in managing our resources. It is
obvious that after the collections Zimra is going to charge a handling
percentage which will cost NSSA and in the long run employees' will
be hardest hit,” he said.
Moyo said I was common knowledge that the government was
broke and trying to introduce such a measure at a time when the
National Revenue bases are dwindling would further expose the
collected revenue to misuse and the pensioners will be
disadvantaged.
Moyo hinted that some officials within NSSA who are opposing
the move have since been suspiciously fired in order to pave way for
the new structures.
“The dismissal of NSSA General Manager, the Head of
Investment Portifolio, the Head of Information and Technology and
the Corporate Affairs Officer is just a smokescreen of what is to
come.Though we do not condone their malpractices it seems as if the
government has taken advantage of their misconduct to fire them.
These are the people who were advising the relevant authorities not
to direct Zimra to collect revenue,” he said.
He said the dismissal of the managers raises more questions than
answers especially at a time when they did not buy government's
initiative.'
Another official in the health safety fraternity who preferred
anonymity also raised fears on the proposed move and questioned
the decision's integrity.
“This is a sad blow to the labour fraternity ,the Ministry of
Finance must bear in mind that the proposed arrangement has never
been a best practice example the world over. There is no country
which has interfered with social security to produce good results. In a
few countries where political establishment has interfered have
recorded total collapse of the social security,” said the source.
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Occupational accidents on the rise
BY ADMORE MARAMBANYIKA

L

abour is worried about the continued
lack of safety observance at the
workplace which has resulted in a rise
in accidents in recent years despite
continued reduction efforts by social
partners.
This was said by the Zimbabwe Congress
of Trade Unions (ZCTU) President, George
Nkiwane at a workplace safety and health
conference held last month in Harare.
Nkiwane said the high number of
occupational accidents and fatalities was
largely perpetuated by unscrupulous
employers bent on making maximum profits
while relegating safety to the periphery.
“Workers' safety and health rights have
been seriously compromised, because of
unscrupulous employers or investors who
have been left violating safety and health
laws without recourse. Occupational
hazards continue to contribute to the
premature death of millions of workers
worldwide and has caused ill health of
hundreds of millions more each year,” he
said.
He said the country's labour policies had
contributed immensely to the high number
of workplace accidents which have left
thousands of workers prejudiced.
“It is unsettling to note that we will not be
able as a country to record a significant
reduction in the number of occupational
accidents and fatalities, because of our
current labour policies and the indirect
introduction of labour market flexibility,
which has left thousands of workers thrown
out of employment. Workers who no longer
have job security are now vulnerable and
subjects to working under unsafe conditions
let alone fighting for a right to safe work

environment,” said Nkiwane.
He said the current environment
was not conducive to reduction of
workplace accidents adding that
the country was heading for a
worse situation unless the
government inter venes with
drastic measures.
“If this kind of scenario does
not change, Zimbabwe will be
worse off in terms of promotion
of a safety and health preventive
culture at the workplace. We
therefore call upon the conference
to take cognizance of this
challenge and come up with a
resolution around the protection
of workers against termination
for raising safety concerns.
Building and Maintaining an
FATAL CRASH - National Railways of Zimbabwe accident which claimed three employees last month
Occupational safety and health
preventive culture which is our Conference
build and maintain an occupational safety
and an accident in which 21 casual farm
theme may become a pipe dream if the
and
health
preventive
culture.
workers
perished in a lorry accident inn
current scenario remains unchallenged,” he
“Given
the
challenge
on
statistics,
we
Shamva
to
mention but just a few.
said.
would like to entreat upon employers to
Nkiwane implored on social partners to
The workplace accident trends have not
effectively apply the safety and health
take seriously the provisions and
improved from the period 2010 which
provisions prescribed in the National Safety
requirements of Convention 155 of 1981
recorded 4 410 injuries and 90 were fatal.
and Health Policy which was launched last
which calls for an effective inspection system
2011 recorded 4 111 with 75 resulting into
year 2014, as this will contribute towards the
essential to promoting and monitoring
deaths, whilst
2012 had 5 141 serious
reduction of workplace accidents.
It
compliance with Occupational Safety and
injuries and 107 of them fatal.
remains
our
responsibility
as
employees
Health (OSH) legislation including,
Turning to 2013, 5 666 serious injuries
and
employers
to
ensure
that
safety
remains
enforcement
sanctions which are
were recorded and 76 of which were fatal.
an organisational culture, as priorities are
indispensable components of any labour
The year 2014 also recorded 5 491 injuries
prone to changes while workplace safety
inspection system.
and 98 being fatalities, with a Lost time
philosophy stands the test of time,” he said.
According to the International Labour
injury frequency rate of 2.27. January to
He said the country had a tainted
Organisation, 2.3 million people die each
date has already recorded 1 420 serious
occupational safety record with hundreds of
year in work-related accidents and diseases,
occupational injuries with 11 fatalities whilst
workers
losing
lives
in
different
accidents
and 317 million suffer non-fatal workplace
19 are pneumoconiosis cases.
like
the
death
of
427
miners
who
died
in
accidents.
Each year 160 million new cases
Nkiwane said the rise in occupational
Hwange in 1972, the CABS Millennium
of occupational illnesses are reported.
accidents was an indication that the country
Towers accident, that claimed 15 workers
had a huge challenge and needs to seriously

Workers worried over diminishing decent work prospects

Workers at a construction site
BY ADMORE MARAMBANYIKA
Zimbabwean workers last month joined the
rest of the world in commemorating World
Day for Decent Work at a time they are under
siege from mass terminations which rendered
them powerless to demand better working
conditions leaving them seriously prone to
precarious working conditions.
The Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions
(ZCTU) held the commemorations in six
regional centres under the theme “Workers
Under Siege, Arise And Fight On” while the
international theme was 'End Corporate
Greed'.
In a speech read on his behalf, the ZCTU
President George Nkiwane said the
commemorations came at a time when
thousands of workers have been laid off and
strides made in pursuit of decent work are
facing reversal as employers and government
are pushing for flexibility policies.
“Our theme for this year is 'Workers Under
Siege, Arise And Fight On'. Trade unions
around the world are commemorating under
the banner while the international theme is
'End Corporate Greed.' These themes are in
tandem with our local situation as workers are
under siege from cooperate bigwigs who are
trying all means to subjugate the worker by

introducing labour market flexibility.
Obscene salaries for executives while the
common labourer goes home empty handed
have become the norm and the state seems
powerless to control the salary disparities,” he
said.
Nkiwane said Zimbabwean workers were
against the introduction of labour market
flexibility but their power to resist its
introduction had been deflated by the
infamous July 17 Supreme Court ruling which
allowed employers to fire workers on three
months' notice which resulted in more than
28 000 workers losing their jobs within five
weeks.
“Despite the new labour law amendments
that stalled the madness of terminations, the
result of the judgment has left the workplace
depleted with workers stripped of their
bargaining power. The workplace has been
filled with fear, the worker is disarmed and
unionism threatened. The current scenario is
a recipe for disaster as it breeds a fertile
ground for precarious work,” he said.
He urged workers to focus on what would
benefit them and gang up to confront capital
in demand of decent work.
He added that the power and future of
workers lies in their ability to build a strong
foundation by fighting for decent work at all

workplaces.
“The country had made strides with
Decent Work Country programme but as
labour, our assessment is that there is no
commitment from our social partners to fully
implement the four pillars of Decent Work.
These are Social Security, Workers' Rights,
Social Dialogue and Employment Creation”.
He bemoaned the power shortages the
country is experiencing saying they were a
drawback in pursuit of decent work as no
investor would be willing to invest in this
country and employers would not prioritize
decent work in an energy deficit environment.
Nkiwane said ZCTU was greatly disturbed
by the slow process of decent work
enforcement and it appears social dialogue is
failing to unlock the impasse. “Labour will not
rest and would employ all means to encourage
the government and employers to fulfill their
mandates under the Zimbabwe Decent Work
Country Programme,” he said.
These commemorations came about after
unions realised that the global economic crisis
was hitting working people hard in every part
of the world. Trade unions around the world
organize and mobilize events and activities on
October 7 to demand decent jobs and full
respect for workers' rights.
Local commemorations started with a
teach-in session on decent work where
workers were given an opportunity to ask
questions on the subject.
Naome Chakanya, a researcher with the
Labour Economic Development Research
Institute of Zimbabwe said decent work was
fast slipping away for workers and called for
holistic measures by workers to unite and
confront employers.
“There is no longer job security in the
country following the Supreme Court ruling
of July if that enabled employers to terminate
employment contracts on three months'
notice, and it has also become very difficult to
enforce decent work when workers are
crippled with fear,” she said.

Chakanya added that the weakening decent
standards would also affect social protection
as contributions and monitoring efforts
diminish.
“Government is not putting enough effort
to implement the decent work country
programme and the ball is now in the unions'
and court to demand decent work ,” she said.
With only 7 percent of working people in
the formal and informal sectors being
unionised hundreds of millions more want
the security and protection that unions
provide.
The World Day for Decent Work is a great
opportunity to spread the union message far
and wide, to reach out to others to help them
join their union and to support global
solidarity actions for working people. Decent
work must be at the centre of government
actions to bring back economic growth and
build a new global economy that puts people
first. No action is too big or too small for the
World Day for Decent Work: whether be it a
round table discussion, a huge demonstration,
a protest letter, a flash mob action or
something completely different.
T h e I n t e r n a t i o n a l Tr a d e U n i o n
Confederation General Secretary, Sharan
Burrow, said trade unions around the world
need to intensively campaign for decent work.
“The global focus this year is on ending
corporate greed, eliminating precarious work
and formalising informal jobs, as well as living
minimum wages. We need to transform the
exploitative supply chain model which robs
workers while filling the coffers of
multinational companies, many of which are
culpable of the most egregious exploitation
including the use of modern slavery. The
trade union movement stands with the most
exploited and vulnerable in the global
economy, and on this day, the World Day for
Decent Work, we will show our determination
to build a better world for working families
and for the generations to come”.
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African trade unions warming up
to climate change and green jobs
BY ADMORE MARAMBANYIKA
For years the trade union movement
in Africa has been turning a blind eye
to issues of climate change choosing
to focus mainly on occupational safety
and health despite the disastrous
effects of the phenomenon on
ordinary jobs that are the lifeline of
unionism.
With clear global indications that
climate change and green jobs were
the new phenomenon, trade unions in
Africa have embarked on researches
to find ways of adapting and
mitigating the effects of climate
change as the landscape is gradually
gravitating towards green jobs.
For Africa, being jolted into
accepting green jobs in
underdeveloped economies without
the social safety nets to cater for those
that would lose or have their jobs
redefined is an uphill but unavoidable
task.
The International Trade Union
Confederation (ITUC) regional office
for Africa has expressed interest in
knowing the extent to which trade
unions in Africa have been engaging
in the design, implementation,
verification and evaluation of these
processes and programmes.
Research findings from five
African countries including
Zimbabwe would be used to assist in
making demands regarding the
integration of labour issues in
national and international climate
change programmes.
According to the report of the
findings on Trade Union Responses
and Strategies on Climate Change in
Africa, the continent is more
vulnerable to climate change and is
prone to suffer from what it has not
contributed much towards.
“For Africa the impact of climate
change could be even more severe.
With its very large land mas any
increase in whatever average
temperature rise is experienced
worldwide, it is estimated that Africa
will experience a rise of one and a half
times that average…..Africa is more
vulnerable because it has fewer
resources to deal with the results of
climate change…since the continent
continues to lag behind in available
technology, skills and financial
resources,” reads the report.
Trade unions are demanding a just
transition from the conventional jobs
to green jobs to ensure the
involvement of workers and
communities, minimise job losses,
reduction of poverty and the
improvement of income and
industrial development.

The solar industry has the potential to create thousands of green jobs in Africa owing to the sunny weather conditions prevalent in the continent

Zimbabwe as one of the countries
were researches on climate change
were conducted in the energy sector
had gone some way in embracing
climate change at policy level.
The Zimbabwe Congress of Trade
Unions (ZCTU) has also taken a
leading role in creating awareness on
climate change and already has a draft
policy on climate change which is set
to be adopted by the labour body.
The ZCTU President George
Nkiwane said it was high time trade
unions awake to the realities of
climate change and quickly adapt to
avoid a scenario where labour is
caught unawares by transformations
in the job market.
“Climate change had previously
not been a trade union issue but
current global developments spurred
by the depletion of the ozone layer by
green-house gasses emitted from
industries the environment which is
the major source of industrial raw
materials is now under threat hence
the world is now being forced to
balance environmental preservation
and job creation,” he said.

Nkiwane said the job market is
now mutating to green jobs and trade
unions cannot afford to continue to
turn a blind eye to climate change
issues as workers were the most
vulnerable group of green economies.
We are happy that we have come up
with a draft Climate Change policy
and have been in engagement with
government as social partners.
Kudakwashe Manyanga, a climate
change researcher with the Ministry
of Environment and Natural
Resources said the government was
committed to work with labour in
addressing climate change and green
jobs issues as workers were bound to
be affected.
So far the government
interventions on climate change have
been hinged on policy structure and
mainstreaming climate change issues
in all sectors.
“The government has come up
with a National Climate Change
Response Strategy and a Climate
change policy after the realisation that
climate change was a reality. A climate
change communication strategy

NEC’s here to stay
Continued from Page 2

international norms for selfish reasons,” he said.
Moyo added that NEC’s created uniform industrial
conditions and it has been easier to manage industrial
relations and any move to pull out would result in more
labour unrest.
“Employers stand to benefit a lot from NEC’s and
should be sensible enough to contribute towards their
sustenance. We have people that carry out researches
and enforce compliance, they need to be paid,’ he said
Unionists who spoke to The Worker said the NEC set
up was voluntary and independent hence it could
continue to discharge its mandate ignoring the legal
developments as long as there was consensus between
parties.
Sylvester Mutindindi, the general secretary of the
Zimbabwe Educational Social, Scientific and Cultural

Workers Union who also sits in the sector's NEC said
the bodies were still an integral part of any industry and
their maintenance would enhance industrial harmony.
“We are glad to hear that from employers but we are
still to see their sincerity. We are all in agreement that
NEC's had since their inception managed to reduce
industrial conflicts and any action to dismantle them is
retrogressive,” he said.
Another unionist who sits in the Engineering NEC
Mashingaidze said employers were trying to run away
from an fundamental platform of negotiations without
weighing the consequences of doing so on their
enterprises.
“If they decide to abandon the NEC's they would be
shooting themselves in the foot,” he said.

being developed as many people are
not aware of climate change issues. It
is important for more people to be
aware of climate change issues such
that when programmes are being
implemented parties would be at par
in terms of understanding to lower
resistance,” he said.
He added that the government was
running climate change pilot projects
in some parts of the country with the
involvement of the community.
Manyanga added urged trade
union leaders to lobby for the
mainstreaming of climate change
issues into labour rights and to come
up with proposals on active climate
change programmes which labour can
undertake.
Zimbabwe focussed on the energy
sector as it is the core of the climate
chang e discourse due to its
contribution to the green-house gas
emissions but inroads have been made
in the transport, tourism,
construction and agriculture sectors.
Naome Chakanya, a senior
researcher with the Labour and
Economic Development Research
I n s t i t u t e o f Z i m b a bwe w h o
conducted the research said the
energy sector had a potential to create
many green jobs that needed to be
balanced with job protection.
“Green economy looks at social
wellbeing, reducing inequalities and
growth in income and employment
and environmental issues. The
research findings revealed the need
for trade unions to advocate for
decent green jobs and to look at issues
of equity. There is also need to
balance the transition from nonrenewable to renewable energies as it
would be difficult for unions need to
protect jobs as some employment
would be substituted with existing
jobs being redefined,” she said.
She added that the introduction of
new green technologies in the world
of work need to satisfy decent work
tenets because the new jobs would
need to be negotiated for, maintained
and monitored to guarantee them for
several years.

“Most of the negotiations have
been around occupational safety
health and the environment without
particular attention to climate change
issues. It is high time trade unions
begin to integrate limate change in
collective bargaining, particularly
ensuring that the collective bargaining
agreements incorporate provisions
for reduction of practices that
promote climate change mitigation
and adaptation strategies,” said
Chakanya.
Effects of climate change to jobs
in Africa
- Job losses/unemployment
- Low productivity for business
and workers
- High poverty levels
How unions can approach climate
change issues
Unions can approach climate
change issues from the national,
industrial, and shop-floor level.
National engagement
- Push for policy changes with
labour friendly inputs
- Demand climate change capacity
building at tripartite level
- Research on the links of climate
change and employment
Industrial engagement
- Research on contributions of
each sector's activities towards climate
change
- Introduce industrial carbon
budgets and set carbon emission
reduction targets
- Devise adaptation/ mitigatory
responses within the industry
- Worker capacity building – set
aside industrial funds for skills
development
Shop-floor engagement
- Include climate change issues in
collective bargaining –
- Negotiate for skills development
in new technologies for workers
- Bargain for a say on climate
change induced developments
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Business disregards
Mugabe on holidays
BY CHRISTOPHER MAHOVE

T

he emergence of Nigerian
and Chinese business
people has seen a major
shift in the country's business
culture, with many companies now
operating at “odd hours” and
during public holidays, something
that never used to happen in the
past where shops would only open
at 8 am and close between 4:30
pm and 5.00 pm.
The economic situation in the
country has also not helped things
for business as they fight for the
few customers who remain with
some disposable income at the end
of every month, forcing many
resulting in business as usual for
many companies in the country on
those days as they stampede to
pocket their share of the scarce US
dollar.
Notices like “We will be open
On Heroes Day!” or “We will be
open this Sunday!” are no longer
unusual signs at most outlets as
companies try to maximize on a
few extra trading hours and make
more profits.
This is despite the existence of
the Public Holidays and
Prohibition of Business Act
Chapter 10:21, which prohibits
conducting of business on days
designated as national holidays.
According to Section 3 of the
Act, the president can declare that
any institution or premises or class
of institution or premises shall not
be open to members of the public
for conducting or transacting
business.
However, despite the
P r e s i d e n t i a l d e c l a r a t i o n s,
companies continued to operate
on days set aside as public holidays,
even during important days such
as the Heroes Day and
Independence Day among others.
Davison Norupiri, Zimbabwe
National Chamber of Commerce
(ZNCC) Deputy President said
there was no law that prohibited
businesses from operating on
public holidays in Zimbabwe,
adding that those who closed shop
did it voluntarily as they chose to
respect some holidays.
“The Labour Act provides that
workers be paid double if they
work on holidays, which basically
means that people are allowed to
work during holidays. It is up to the
employers to decide depending on
the significance of the holiday, like
on Heroes Day people would want
to respect the heroes who liberated
the country and may choose to
rest,” he said.
He said the Public Holidays and
Prohibition of Business Act had
never been followed in any special
way in the country.
Norupiri said some companies,
especially retail outlets, opened on
holidays in an effort to maximize
sales as they would be realizing low
sales.
On the other hand, Norupiri
said, industry sometimes opened
on holidays as a result high
demand as they would be
operating at fairly high levels in
terms of capacity utilization.
He said business had to weigh
the pros and cons of operating on
public holidays, but did not have to
force workers to work as it they
would have to volunteer.

“When you are operating at
below 35 percent capacity, you
cannot afford to have staff work
on holidays and pay them overtime
because it would be poor planning.
“But sometimes because of the
low business, if you have a business
you can run at that particular time,
you would have to do it in order not
miss the opportunity. If you have
not been getting any business for a
whole year and you get an order
which needs to be delivered during
the holidays, then you would have
to,' Norupiri said.
Employers' Confederation of
Zimbabwe Executive Director,
John Mufukare, said by operation
of the law, businesses were not
supposed to operate during public
holidays but they could still operate
if they were in agreement with
their workers and were duly
permitted by the Ministry of
Industry and Commerce.
“If there is agreement between
the employer and the employees
and there is no clash with public
interests, and the employer pays the
workers the correct rates and they
get permission from the Ministry
of Industry and Commerce, they
will be free to operate,” he said.
Mufukare said those who
operated without permission from
the Ministry and were not paying
their workers holidays and
weekend rates were breaking the
law.
“As EMCOZ, we don't condone
such acts but unfortunately we
don't go around seeing whether
those operating on holidays have
the required permits; that is the
role of the police. They are the
ones who must ask for the relevant
paper work,” he said.
ZCTU Legal Advisor, Zakeo
Mtimtema, however, said most
businesses were forcing employees
to work on holidays without paying
them the stipulated rates, which
was a violation of workers' rights.
“Some employers are forcing
workers to work during holidays,
some for more than eight hours,
but are not paying them. This is a
violation of the workers' rights and
should not be left to continue,”
Mtimtema said.
Commercial Workers Union of
Zimbabwe National Coordinator,
March Makanya, said the union's
offices were awash with reports by
workers who were being forced to
work during odd hours, holidays
and weekends without getting any
overtime payment.
“ O u r o f f i c e s h ave b e e n
inundated with reports from
workers who have not been paid
their over-time after working on
holidays and during weekends. The
problem is most prevalent in
Nigerian and Chinese shops but
our biggest challenge is that most
cases go unreported because the
workers are afraid of being
victimized,” he said.
Makanya said Chinese business
people had always disregarded
Zimbabwe's labour laws and often
boasted that they were
untouchable.
Most Nigerian and Chinese shop
owners operate every day of the
week, including weekends and
public holidays.
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Sept 13 - Police Brutality
2015 Commemorations

Workers listening to the Decent Work teach-in session at Globe House
in for the World Day for Decent Work commemorations

Clean up at
the ZCTU
Western regional
offices in
Bulawayo

Naome Chakanya explaining the decent work agenda tenets to workers
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The party is bleeding, Morgan
Dear Morgan
I write this letter to you, once again, from
the deep of my heart. This is so after the
fiasco and the embarrassment that
surrounded the burial of our hero,
honourable Thamsanqa Manhlangu.
May His Dearest Soul Rest In Peace.
What happened was totally shocking and
disgraceful to the party and us its members.
At a time when the party was supposed to
close ranks and honour its gallant son, top
people in the party used the occasion to
brazenly show their factions. They fought
running battles over a corpse, something
that we ought to be ashamed of. Yes, the
family had its own feuds, but for some of the
top leadership to take sides was completely
unacceptable.
What is more disheartening was the lack
of respect for you as
shown by the rivals. You
went to Bulawayo to
attend the burial but
instead of them calling
for cease fire, they
continued their fights
and you had to come
back without attending.
Is this how far their
disrespect for you has
gone?
All these past months
we have been hearing
stories of divisions
within the party, but the death of comrade
Manhlangu brought everything to the fore.
The fights are much deeper than we realised.
In fact, yes the party had its Congress, but it
seems the Congress spirit has not gone. The
divisions remain deeper, and those who lost
the elections remain bitter.
There is no doubt that all the fights have
everything to do with your position.
Factions are positioning themselves to take
over from you. No matter what you think, it

is a succession battle.
Morgan, the way you lost the 2013
elections is not just ordinary. Yes, there was
massive rigging from Zanu PF machinery,
but there were also some 'assist' from within
the party. There was a clique that was
working tirelessly within the party to make
sure that you lose the 2013 elections. Do you
remember what was called the 2016 Project?
They wanted you to lose the national
elections and then throw you out at the 2016
Congress. When you lost in 2013, vultures
started to circle around you. They tried to
dislodge you to no avail because of your
strong grassroots base. The Elton
Mangomas and Tendai Bitis of this world
then left with their tails between their legs.
Let me warn you that yes Mangoma and
Biti might have left, but the plot is still there.
People are positioning themselves to take
over from you. They are
looking beyond you and
in the process they are
stepping on the toes of
everyone.
Yes Morgan, you are
caught in between. They
might say they like you
but the truth is they do
not. Your supporters out
there are unhappy with
the goings on in the
party. At a time when
Zanu PF is in crisis, the
party should be taking advantage of this by
consolidating its support base instead of
spending time fighting for positions. The
party is bleeding Morgan. The big boys in
the party are creating fiefdoms in their
constituencies. Bit by bit, supporters are
becoming disillusioned with the party they
love so much. Please do not disappoint
them, Morgan. You are their only hope.
Lastly, I have received with much
trepidation two issues. First, that the
association of MDC veterans known as

CHIGUMURA

Morgan Tsvangirai
VAA is now independent of the party. The
association can now be registered as a stand
alone NGO. The second issue is that the
party is looking at working together with
Joice Mujuru's so-called People First.
First things first. I hear the National
Council of the party decided that VAA
become independent and you extracted
yourself from being its patron. I know there
were a number of people who were working
day in and day out against VAA and they are
celebrating the council's decision. To me
VAA is a voice of reason and letting it do its
own things might be wise in the short term,
but in the long term it can be your undoing. I
foresee VAA becoming more popular
because it will produce tangible results like
that of helping members that feel the party
has shunned them in the hour of need.
Eventually it may creep towards becoming

Cairns workers retain shares with new investor
BY DICKSON CHAERUKA in the firm with a view to bring total

T

he country's sole food and
beverages manufacturer,
Cairns Holdings'
employees have retained their
shareholding stake following the
company's takeover by Takura
C a p i t a l , T h e Wo r k e r h a s
established.
Cairns, which operated under
judicial management since
November 2012, have been taken
out of the woods by Takura Capital
after the investor recently injected
$33 million fresh working capital
into the holding.
Takura Capital reportedly
tookover operations at Cairns
starting on the 1st of October and
offered to reinstitute the workers'
Trust 4.2 percent shares in Cairns
holdings.
''All the workers are happy with
the reinstatement of this share
holding stake. The workers Trust
had those shares during the prejudicial management era. It is also
an important indicator to workers
that the investor has come to
restore normal operations within
the company,'' said one of the
workers representatives.
Minutes of the company's
G r o u p Wo r k s C o u n c i l
deliberations, dated 19 May 2015,
also stated; '' that Takura Capital
committed in due course to offer
workers another 5% shareholding

staff shareholding to 10 percent of
the company's issued share capital.''
Cairns Holdings has about 700
permanent employees' country
wide and had accrued a total of $2
million in salary arrears for the
workers in underpayments and nonpayment of wages since the year
2012.
In recapitalising the firm, Takura
Capital committed to settle all the
wage arrears with confirmations
that workers were already paid 20
percent of their dues with a plan
having been reached to pay the
balance bi-annually over 5 years at
an annual interest rate of five
percent
''Workers already received 20
percent of their arrears as per the
new investor's offer although the
employees had requested for a
down payment of 50 percent of
their dues and payment of the
balance over 36 months at an
annual interest of five percent'' said
an official within the company who
decided to remain anonymous.
Some workers interviewed by
The Worker at one of the
company's branches said they were
also happy with the new investor
because he retained all permanent
staff members committing that
there were no any intention to
downsize the workforce.
Established in 1947, Cairns is one
of the country's oldest food

manufacturing companies. The firm
faced acute viability constraints
following adoption of multicurrencies, which left its debt reeling
over $25 million resulting in the
company's placement under Judicial
Management in November 2012.
The firm's fortunes promised and
turned for the better during the
Judicial Management era led by Reggie
Saruchera of Grant Thornton
Camelsa.
When contacted for an interview,
the Judicial Manager confirmed that
he was in the process of auctioning to
lift up Judicial Management at the firm
since they had successfully secured a
new investor.
''This has been a success story. We
have filed with the High Court an
application for lifting of Judicial
Management at the Firm. So we are
waiting for the High Court to grant
the application as per the formality.
Part of the 33 million capital injected
by Takura Capital has already been
distributed to former shareholders
and prejudicial management
creditors,'' he said.
Meanwhile, it has also
been
reported that Takura Capital have
appointed a new Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) at Cairns identified as
Nancy Guzha and introductory
correspondences of the new boss
were already sent to the workers.

another political party… I may be mistaken,
but it can happen.
Then the issue of Joice Mujuru. My advice
to you is simple. Do not work with them.
They are tainted. Morgan you have the
people, you have the stamina and you have
our support. Mujuru and her cabal have
been part of the system that killed, maimed
and raped. Today they cannot call
themselves saints. Remember against all
advice, the party did the same thing and gave
Jonathan Moyo a free seat and the rest is
history. This time no to playing gentlemen in
politics. As for joining Mujuru, NO
ndaramba, nada pachiputukezi.
I hope and trust that this letter reaches
you, Morgan
Yours in the workers' struggle
Chigumura.

Youth officer fired for being gay reinstated
BY MUSA MAKINA in BULAWAYO

A

f o r m e r g ove r n m e n t
employee who was fired for
allegedly engaging in gay
practices was reinstated after suing
the Public Service Commission for
unfair dismissal in the Labour Court.
Raymond Sibanda, who was
employed by the Ministry of Youth,
Indigenisation, and Economic
Empowerment as a youth officer
was fired from post in 2014 after a
disciplinary hearing found him
guilty of misconduct.
This was after Sibanda had been
arrested and charged for Performing
an Indecent Act in a Public Place
(under the now defunct
Miscellaneous Offences Act)
f o l l ow i n g a p o l i c e r a i d a t
Winder mere Hotel outside
Bulawayo where he was alleged to be
part of a crowd attending a
christmas party hosted by the Gays
and Lesbians Association of
Zimbabwe (GALZ) in 2013.
Sibanda was dismissed on the
basis of misconduct in terms of civil
ser vice regulations including
“putting the name of the ministry
into disrespect and disrepute” on
the grounds that he was engaged in
gay practices.
Sibanda, through his lawyers
Dube-Banda, Nzarayapenga and
Partners, citing the Public Service
Commission and the Minister of
Yo u t h I n d i g e n i s a t i o n a n d
Economic as respondents is
contesting his dismissal. In his heads
of argument Sibanda wants the
court to determine whether or not

his admission to a charge of
“performing an indecent act in a
public place” can be equated to gay
practices, and also whether or not
he was engaged in gay practices.
“The Disciplinary Authority
regarded an admission of guilt for a
charge of Performing an Indecent
Act in a Public Place to be
conclusive evidence that the
Appellant was involved in gay
practices.
“The Disciplinary Authority has
no basis for its findings. The
findings are neither supported by
any evidence, whatsoever,” Sibanda
argued.
Sibanda said if indeed he had
engaged in gay practices and this
was an offence he should have been
charged for an offence relating to
gay practices but no such crime
exists and hence the police's
attempt to “sugar-coat” the charge.
He said the decision to dismiss him
showed gross irrationality.
Sibanda added that the
disciplinary authority erred and
misdirected itself by holding such
conduct as act misconduct.
On the other hand the
respondents argued that the
payment of an admission of guilty
fine to conduct associated with
public indecency and gay activities
by a public official who should lead
by example in the society is not
tolerable.
The matter which was first heard
last month is still pending before
Labour Court Judge justice
Evangelista Kabasa.
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Qatar’s labour law “reforms” a sham

L

abour law changes
announced by the
Government of Qatar for
2017 add a new layer of repression
for migrant workers and leave the
kafala modern slavery system intact.
Sharan Burrow, ITUC General
Secretary, said, “Promises of reform
have been used as a smokescreen to
draw in companies and governments
to do business in Qatar as the Gulf
State rolls out massive infrastructure
developments to host the 2022 FIFA
World Cup.”The new labour law
does not abolish the notorious exit
permits, and workers still have to get
their employers' permission to leave
the country. Workers will supposedly
be able to appeal to the Interior
Ministry, but most workers live in
fear of that Ministry. Migrant
workers do not have the right to join
a union or have a collective voice
with elected workplace and
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e c o m m i t t e e s.
Domestic workers remain wholly
excluded from the labour law.
“International companies doing
business in Qatar can no longer be
lured by Qatar's promises of reform.
The threat to the reputation of
international companies using an
enslaved migrant workforce in Qatar
has increased with the Government's
sham reforms,” said Burrow.
A meeting of the International
Labour Organization’s Governing
Body in Geneva in November will
consider a Commission of Inquiry
into abuse of migrant workers in
Qatar putting governments and
companies under increasing

pressure to protect migrant workers
in Qatar.
The investigation would look at
Qatar's failure to act on ILO findings
that it is violating both the ILO's
forced labour Convention and
labour inspection Convention and
would have wide ranging
implications for companies doing
business in Qatar. More than $200
billion is being spent on
infrastructure for the 2022 World
Cup and Qatar's 2030 Vision.
“The tragedy of 1.7 million
migrant workers trapped in Qatar
defines modern-day slavery and the
denial of trade union rights for
workers in the Gulf States. Qatar
continues not only to deny workers
their rights, but to obscure and
ignore the deaths of migrant
workers building the 2022 World
Cup infrastructure,” said Burrow.
New census data released by the
Government of Qatar last week
shows the population has increased
by 40 per cent since Qatar was
awarded the World Cup in 2010.
“700,000 more migrant workers
have been drafted into Qatar to
develop the country at breakneck
speed. The relentless pressure to
develop regardless of the human
cost puts working people at risk.
Enslaved by the kafala system, with
no trade union rights or recourse to
grievance procedures, workers are
trapped in Qatar.
“More than 7,000 workers will die
in Qatar before the start of the 2022
World Cup, based on data from the
Qatar Supreme Council for Health

on death rates of migrant workers of
working age which reveal an annual
death toll of over 1,000 migrant
workers,” said Sharan Burrow.
Access to the labour camps and
millions of workers has become
increasingly restrictive as the
government seeks to cover up its
mistreatment of workers. There is an
increased police presence in the
industrial areas, and in May this year,
BBC journalists were arrested after
being invited into the country for
reporting on conditions in labour
camps. Migrant workers found near
to residential areas for Qataris and
wealthy expats are at increasing risk
of detention and harassment by
police, as the authorities entrench
the system of segregation of poorer
workers.
The ITUC has produced a new
multi-media investig ation –
www.qatarexposed.org – with
interviews of workers in Qatar,
undercover footage of the labour
camps, and stories of survivors who
have returned to Nepal.
“Qatar has to stop covering up its
treatment of migrant workers, and
governments and business need to
end their complicity with modern
slavery. Qatar's migrant worker
population is set to peak by 2017, to
deliver the infrastructure for the
2022 World Cup. Only by ending the
kafala system now, giving workers
the right to freedom of association,
can we ensure migrant workers in
Qatar have a safe and secure future,”
said Sharan Burrow.

ITUC demands release of workers arrested at minimum wage protest

T

he ITUC has condemned the
arrest of more than 20
demonstrators during a rally
in Jakarta to protest against the
government's decision to impose a
new minimum wage system in the
country.
The new system gives the government
the power to unilaterally set the
minimum wage, excluding trade
unions from the process. Reports
received by the ITUC indicate that 23
protestors were arrested, as around
20,000 people gathered in Jakarta to
voice their opposition to the
government's move.
Sharan Burrow, ITUC General
Secretary, said “The authorities should
r e l e a s e t h e a r r e s t e d wo r ke r s

immediately, and respect their right to
hold a peaceful rally to protest against a
government decision that will cause
widespread harm across the country.
Working people in Indonesia are
already suffering from the
deteriorating economic situation and
the government, at the behest of
powerful Indonesian and international
business interests, is now moving to
hold down wages. This will decrease
the purchasing power of households,
hurting families and also reducing
economic demand.”
“Instead of basing the minimum wage
on the actual cost of living as in the
past, it will now be based on an
inflation/GDP formula which will not
properly reflect the real costs which
workers and their families are

experiencing. We call on the
government to open a genuine
dialogue with Indonesia's trade unions
to ensure a fair system rather than one
which will only increase inequality.”
A decree issued by the Governor of
Jakarta, imposing restrictions on the
location of demonstrations, has been
attacked today by Indonesian
jour nalists and others as an
unnecessary restriction and a stepback for democracy and freedom of
speech.
“Indonesia should uphold and
maintain freedom of speech and
assembly, cornerstones of any
democracy, and refrain from placing
unnecessar y and authoritarian
restrictions on them,” said Burrow.
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Labour unions aren't just helpful they might be ‘necessary'

T

hrough boom and bust, the American worker has been faced
by two trends over the past few decades: the percentage of
workers that are members of labour unions has decreased
and the American middle class has slowly been hollowed out.
According to four researchers — Richard Freeman at the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Eunice Han at Wellesley College,
and David Madland and Brendan V. Duke at the Center for
American Progress — the two trends are closely connected.
“The evidence in this paper shows that parents' unionism has a
significant relationship with their offspring's well-being,” wrote the
researches in a paper from the NBER.
The correlation, the study said, could have serious implications in
the way that the public thinks about unions.
“A strong union movement is not simply sufficient for high levels
of intergenerational mobility and middle-class membership, but it
could be necessary,” wrote the researchers.
“If that is the case, it will be difficult to meaningfully increase
intergenerational mobility and rebuild the middle class without also
rebuilding unions or some comparable worker-based organisations.”
The researchers were able to find three strong correlations
between union membership of parents and their children's longterm advancement:
1. The fall in union membership has correlated with a shift of
workers from the middle to the lower class. According to the
researchers analysis, the number of Americans who are in the middle
class, which they define as within 50% above or below the median
income, has shrunk along with union membership, with many
dropping to the low-income group.
“The decline of unionism appears to have contributed to the
shrinkage of the middle-income group of the workforce and the
increasing proportion of the lower income group, with a noticeable
but not huge magnitude commensurate with unions' declining role in
the US labour market,” said the report.
2. Children with parents in a union end up better off than children
with parents outside of a union. Using Panel Study of Income
Dynamics, or PSID figures, the researchers were able to track both
parents' and their children's union status, educational attainment,
income, and health status. In all categories the researchers found that
children with unionized parents end up with better earnings, higher
educational attainment, and fewer health issues than those without.
3. Children living in areas with higher rates of unionization,
regardless of whether their parents are unionized, end up better off.
The researchers explain that some of the changes that unions fight
for create a spillover effect for non-unionized families. “Unions
generally advocate policies that benefit workers, such as raising
minimum wages, increasing education spending, and improving
public services, so that the effect of unionism may show up in higher
incomes for all children from the area regardless of the union status
of their parents,” said the study.
To be fair, the researchers do note that these are just correlations,
and while they seem to harbour some belief that they are causal, they
reiterate that more testing would need to be done to connect them
definitively.
These sorts of correlations, and the strength of each, do, however,
point to a downshift in the economic outcomes for American
workers and families, and one possible solution to the
problem.(Business Insider)

Zimplats In pneumoconiosis storm
By Alois Vinga

H

eads are set to roll at
Zimbabwe Platinum
Mines Ltd after one
employee who was recommended to
be discharged from employment on
medical grounds successfully
proved that the pneumoconiosis
disease that prompted the company
to fire him was caused by the
company's poor health and safety
standards.
Information gathered by The
Worker confirms that Zimplats exemployee, Uza Kanyalaza was
recommended by doctors on health
grounds in infected with
tuberculosis.
However, Kanyalaza argued that
the disease he was suffering from
was not tuberculosis and also that he
had been infected because of the

dusty environment he operates in at
the workplace. Upon failure by the
company to assist him ,he
proceeded to get medical
examinations conducted on him
.The medical report conducted on
him proved that Kanyalaza's lungs
had been affected by dust which
caused pneumoconiosis.
He successfully registered the
case with National Social Security
Authority and is due to be
compensated.Meanwhile, another
employee at the mine who passed on
while receiving treatment at the
company's hospital is suspected to
have succumbed to pneumoconiosis
because the hospital did not conduct
any post mortem and the relatives
were verbally informed of the
development.
Sylvester Mushaike General
Secretary of the National Mining
Workers Union confirmed the
incidents “There is an increase in
cases of the disease and we are afraid

that hundreds of mine workers are
confusing this disease with
tuberculosis since the two share
symptoms. It is unfortunate that
reputable mining companies are
concealing the incidents because
they want to keep good records with
their partners at the expense of the
employees' e have however received
assurance from NSSA that as soon
as the mobile units are functional
such culprits will be brought to book
'
Contacted for comment
Zimplats
Head of Corporate
Affairs Busi Chindove said, the total
number of pneumoconiosis cases
confir med among Zimplats
employees while still working at
Zimplats was four and no attempt
was ever been made to hide or
conceal this fact. '
“We do not think that it is correct
to disclose details of a patient's
medical condition publicly, but in
the interests of transparency we

confirm that Uza Kanyalaza was
employed by Zimplats from 2006 to
2015. It is important to note that he
has a long history of working in the
mining industry. Prior to joining
Zimplats
Kanyalaza had been
working for various mining
companies since 1997. He was
retired in June 2015 after being
diagnosed by Zimplats doctors with
a condition that meant that he could
not continue working in a dusty
environment without
compromising his health hence the
recommendation for retirement on
medical grounds. In line with
regulations in the mining industry
his X-rays were sent to NSSA for
further assessment and
compensation. It was confirmed
that he was suffering from
pneumoconiosis after advanced CT
scan tests done by NSSA. These are
not tests which are routinely done to
assess employee fitness to work. So
contrary to the view that Zimplats
tried to conceal his condition, it is

through Zimplats' compliance and
cooperation with regulations that
his condition was diagnosed,” she
said.
She said Zimplats regularly tests
the work environment for it's all its
employees both underground and
on surface to ensure that workers are
not exposed to hazardous
substances including dust, and these
tests go beyond the statutory
requirements.
According to the Center for
Disease Control website,
pneumoconiosis refers to a range of
diseases that are caused by the
inhalation of a range of organic and
non-organic dusts which are then
retained in the lungs.
The CDC further confirms that
there is usually a long delay between
the time at which a person was
exposed to the dust (often over a
long period of years) to the onset of
the actual pneumoconiosis disease –
often 10 years or more.
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Lessons from the European Financial Crisis
T

he Eurozone crisis has
resulted in an uncertain
outlook for the global
economy.
The Euro area faces three
interlocking crises that together
challenge the viability of the
currency union.
There is a banking crisis —
where banks are under-capitalised
and have faced liquidity problems.
There is a sovereign debt crisis
— where a number of countries
have faced rising bond yields and
funding challenges.
Lastly, there is a growth crisis —
with both a low overall level of
growth in the Euro area and an
unequal distribution across
countries. Crucially, these crises are
connected.
B a i l o u t s o f b a n k s h ave
contributed to the sovereign debt
problems, but banks are also at risk
due to their holdings of sovereign
bonds that may face default.
Weak growth contributes to the
potential insolvency of the
sovereigns, but also, the austerity
inspired by the debt crisis is
constraining growth.
Finally, a weakened banking
sector holds back growth while a
weak economy undermines the
banks.
There are fears that the
Eurozone crises may be spreading
to some of the region's biggest
economies through the contagion
effect.
As the Eurozone crisis spreads,
it will have a big impact on the
global economy and on developing
countries.
The main channels for the
transmission of the crisis to
developing countries is through
declining commodity prices,
dwindling investment, weak export

earnings, declining remittances and
pressures on the current account.
There have also been concerns
about a slowdown in the US as it
struggles to boost growth and
tackle stubbornly high rates of
unemployment. As a result, the
global outlook is expected to
remain highly uncertain and
volatile.
The risk of contagion is great
when countries are more closely
integrated because policy options
by national governments are often
limited.
The first lesson is on the need to
move slowly with respect to
monetary union and capital
account liberalisation.
Trying to operate a single
currency without social, economic
and political integration is likely to
fail as evidenced by the Eurozone
crisis. Euro-area countries pursued
different structural policies and as a
result competitiveness differentials
widened throughout the decade,
leading to substantial imbalances
within the Euro area.
Already, there is talk on the
establishment of a single currency
in SADC and the AU. The

developments in the EU however
will call for caution and prudence.
The Eurozone crisis has also
created an opportunity for the
rethinking of macroeconomic
policy.

Protesters burn the European currency in protest over a serious financial crisis
Macroeconomic objectives
should be redefined so that the
emphasis is on fostering
employment creation and
supporting economic growth
rather than on price stability alone.
Increased employment can
provide a sustainable solution to
the crisis and in the process deliver
growth with equity.
Economic growth with full
employment should be the
fundamental objective of
macroeconomic policies.
The macroeconomic policy
stance in a pro-poor strategy is
determined, first of all, by the need
to achieve rapid, sustained, broadbased and employment-intensive
growth.
If an economy's growth path
does not create sufficient jobs or
livelihood opportunities, people
are deprived of more than a
livelihood.
They are also robbed of
opportunities to develop their

abilities, thereby undermining their
dignity and self-respect.
There is also a need to integrate
short-term fiscal and monetary
policies, which are powerful and
versatile instruments, with longterm development objectives.
Developing countries should
also move away from pro-cyclical
macroeconomic policies to anticyclical policies.
It is necessary to exercise
restraint, in the deregulation of
domestic financial sectors, and
hasten slowly with capital account
liberalisation or retain the option
of capital controls.
The reason why China has
escaped the Global Financial crisis
relatively unscathed is because she
has successfully staved off any
pressures from International
Financial Institutions (IFIs) to
liberalise her domestic currency
(the RMB).
Institutional mechanisms
should be developed, with

representation and participation, in
order to implement international
collective action.
In sum, it is essential to return a
developmental approach to
macroeconomic policies, which is
based on an integration of shortterm counter-cyclical fiscal and
monetary policies with long term
development objectives. This
should shift the focus from the
financial sector to the real
economy, from the short-term to
the long-term and from
equilibrium to development.
A pro-poor macroeconomic
policy should target those sectors
in which the poor are engaged and
aim to remove constraints (e.g.
poor credit availability, weak
extension services, unnecessary
bureaucracy for SME formation)
and create an investment and
employment generating
environment for the private sector.
It should be inclusive.

ZCIEA formulates informal economy training manual
INFORMAL ECONOMY WARS - Harare Municipal Police cracking
down on informal traders in the central business district

BY DICKSON CHAERUKA

T

he country's most representative
n o n - f o r m a l wo r ke r s b o a r d ,
Zimbabwe Chamber of Informal
Economy Association (ZCIEA) has engaged
other informal workers' pressure groups to
craft a blue print for the sector tilted;
Economic Justice Training Manual.
ZCIEA co-ordinator, Elijah Mutemeri
who also heads the Informal department at
the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions
(ZCTU) confirmed the development saying
research on the book was in progress.
Speaking to The Worker recently,
Mutemeri said ZCIEA partnered the Labour
and Economic Development Research
Institute of Zimbabwe (LEDRIZ) and the
Alternative to Neo-Liberalism in Southern
Africa (ANSA) in the training manual's coordination.
He said the book was aimed at capacity
building and shall be utilised as an advocacy

tool for informal workers in lobbying for
transformation of the country's non-formal
activities into the mainstream formal
activities which will accord players in the
sector a descent operating environment.
''This book is important in that it is being
collated by informal workers themselves in
proffering ways on how their activities can be
aligned into the formal economy. We have
discovered that a lot of books have been
written by the academia and they normally do
on behalf of the people who often do not
know what is written about them. Now, we
are therefore affording workers in this sector
a platform to tell their own story and their
input will compose much of the content in
the book,'' he said.
Mutemeri confirmed that they had
successfully organised pretesting workshops
nationwide in an exercise mainly aimed at
obtaining the informal players' input for the
manual.
He said the outreaches targeted 30

participants in each region including 6
members invited from other vendors'
associations.
''We car ried out the workshops
countrywide smoothly. In the exercise, we
also accommodated participation of various
members drawn from 4 other vendors'
associations which are; the National
Association Vendors Union of Zimbabwe
(NAVUZ), the Zimbabwe Informal Sector
Organisation (ZISO), and from the two
Cross Borders Vendors' Associations. This
inclusivity is important in that the informal
economy has become a national issue and
input from every player in the sector is
paramount in strategising. At the end we also
need the manual to be utilised by everyone
concerned about the informal economy,'' he
said.
Contacted for an interview at the sidelines
of one of the workshops held in Mutare
recently, ANSA Programs Coordinator
Timothy Kondo said the training manual' s
thrust was advocating for an equitable
treatment between the country's formal and
non-formal economy saying the current set
up depicted an economic injustice skewed
against informal players.
''The current situation being having
informal and formal already depict some
distinctions between the two. It is the formal
sector which has more favourable conditions
than the other therefore an injustice. The idea
of the manual is looking for a situation where
both sectors are provided an operating
environment that is conducive,'' he said.
Kondo said the book shall have six
chapters and one of them on capacity

building and empowerment requirements
was wholly dedicated to be written by the
informal workers themselves.
''We believe that developmental change is
human driven. It is therefore important to
capacitate individuals in the sector to drive for
the change. We are fighting against ignorance
of the law and the economic environment
these workers are leaving in. This means it is
important to harvest their contributions
direct from them in strategising for this plan
of action,'' he said.
He added the country has about 6, 4
million people in the informal economy who
are contributing above 23% to the nation's
economy but are still being patronised.
''We need the workers to realise themselves
as an economy through the training manual.
We aim to capacitate them to look beyond
their individual selves to realise that their
activities when put together is a huge
economy. Upon completion of the manual,
informal workers across the country shall be
using it to capacitate themselves as well as
utilising the manual to influence policy
makers for this paradigm shift,'' he said.
Kondo said the training manual would also
incorporate the LEDRIZ economic blue
print; Towards a Pro-poor and Inclusive
Development Strategy for Zimbabwe,
Beyond the Enclave.
He revealed that they target to launch the
Economic Justice Training Manual for the
informal workers by February 2016.
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Pay As You Earn in Zimbabwe
PAYE is a method of calculating
income tax payable by an employee
to the authority set up for the
collection of tax on behalf of the
fiscus. It is deducted from an
employee's remuneration. The
obligation to pay Pay As You Earn
arises therefore, in instances where
an employer pays the employee his
remuneration which is above the
tax free threshold.
Pay As You Earn (PAYE) is due
and payable on the 10th day of the
month following after the end of
the month during which the
amount was withheld. It is only
those who come within the ambit
of the tax law that are taxed. It was
said in Loewenstein v COT 1956
(4) SA 772 LORD KEASUS that:
“I am not all sure that in a case
of this kind – a fiscal case – form is
not amply sufficient, because as I
understand the principle of all
fiscal legislation it is this: if the
person sought to be taxed comes
within the letter of the law, he must
be taxed, however great the
hardship may appear to the judicial
mind to be. On the other hand, if
the crown, seeking to recover the
tax, cannot bring the subject within
the letter of the law, the subject is
free, however apparently within
the law the case might otherwise
appear to be. In other words, if
there be an equitable construction,
certainly such a construction is not
admissible in a taxing statute,
where you can simply adhere to the
words of the statute”
Remuneration is defined any
amount of income which is paid or
payable to any person by way of
any salary, leave pay, allowance,
wage, overtime pay, bonus,
g r a t u i t y, c o m m i s s i o n , f e e,
emolument, pension,
superannuation allowance, retiring
allowance, stipend or
commutation of a pension or an
annuity, whether in cash or
otherwise and whether or not in
respect of services rendered. This
clearly shows that pensions are
subject to PAYE contrary to the
general belief that PAYE is only
deducted from the salary.
The authority responsible for
the collection of PAYE on behalf

of the fiscus is the Zimbabwe
Revenue Authority. It is a statutory
corporation established in terms
of section 3 of the Revenue
Authority Act [Chapter 23:11]. It is
headed by a Commissioner
General. The powers of ZIMRA
were laid out by Mafusire J in
Fairdrop (Pvt) Ltd v ZIMRA HH68-14. Referring to ZIMRA, he
stated that:
“It is public policy that revenue
inflows to government should not
be interrupted. Government
functions must not grind to a halt.
Therefore, for example, through
the Income Tax Act, [Cap 23: 06],
(“the Act”), in addition to the
power to levy and collect taxes (s 6)
the g over nment, through
Parliament, has g ranted
respondent the following
sweeping powers:
1.
Section 45 of the Act, the
power to make tax assessments
and even to make estimates of
taxes due from the available
information,
2.
Section 46 of the Act, the
power to levy penalties on taxes
due but unpaid,
3.
Part VI of the Act, the
power to appoint another person
to be the agent of a
taxpayer where there is
some taxable income
due by the agent to the
taxpayer, and the power
to penalise the agent
for any breach of this
obligation.
4.
Part VII of
the Act, the power to
insist on payment of
any tax as levied
p e n d i n g t h e
determination of any objection to,
or an appeal against, a tax as
charged, and the power to resort to
self-help to recover such tax.”
In terms of the scales dealing
how much one pays as PAYE, the
position is that the higher you earn
the greater the amount one pays. A
person who therefore earns a little
will pay a little in terms of the tax
tables.Currently the tax free
threshold is three hundred United
States dollars.
From the gross income, there

are certain allowable deductions
that are then made before PAYE is
calculated. Examples of such
allowable deductions are
subscriptions to professional
bodies to which one may belong as
well as pension contributions.
Where one is employed in
Zimbabwe but performs certain
tasks outside Zimbabwe, for
instance, in South Africa, but is not
resident in South Africa for a
period of 183 days, then any
remuneration earned whilst so
employed in South Africa is liable
to taxation in Zimbabwe by virtue
of the article 1X(2) of the Double
Taxation Agreement entered into
by and between Zimbabwe and
South Africa.
In the event that remuneration
is paid in foreign currency, the
PAYE must also be remitted in
foreign currency as is required in
terms of paragraph 3 (1a) of the
13th Schedule to the Income Tax
Act. The said schedule clearly
states that where remuneration
from which employees' tax is
required to be withheld is wholly or
partly remuneration paid in foreign
currency, the employer must remit
PAYE thereof in foreign currency.
Remuneration paid in foreign

currency is defined in the same
schedule as “remuneration paid in
United States dollars or Euros or
any other currency denominated
under the exchange control order
Where one is aggrieved by the
assessment of tax by ZIMRA, he
has a right to lodge an objection
with thirty days. This can be noted
from section 62 which provides as
follows:
“62 Time and manner of
lodging objections
(1) Any taxpayer who is

aggrieved by –
(a) any assessment made
upon him under this Act;
(
b
)
…………………………………
…………………….
(
c
)
…………………………………
…………………….
may, unless it is otherwise
provided in this Act, object to such
assessment, ……. within thirty
days after the date of the
assessment …….. in the manner
and under the terms prescribed by
this Act;
(
2
)
…………………………………
………………………….
(
3
)
…………………………………
…………………………..
(4) On receipt of a notice of
objection to an assessment, the
Commissioner –
(a) may reduce or alter the
assessment, ……….. or may
disallow the objection, and
(b) shall send the person
upon whom the assessment has
been made …………notice of the
……..alteration or disallowance.”
Provided that, if the
Commissioner has not
notified the person who
lodged the objection of
his decision on it within
three months after
receiving the notice of
objection, or within such
longer period as the
Commissioner and that
person may agree, the
objection shall be deemed
to have been disallowed.”
The advantage that a
tax payer has in instances where a
dispute arises as to the
interpretation of the law regulating
the payment of a tax is that the
legislation is interpreted in favour
of the tax payer where there is
ambiguity. This is known as the
contra fiscum rule. The rule was
explained in the case of Delta
Beverages (Pvt) Ltd v Zimra
wherein it was said that:
“The contra fiscum rule is a
common law principle stipulating
that should a taxing statutory

provision reveal ambiguity, the
ambiguous provision must be
interpreted in a manner that
f a vo u r s a t a x p a y e r.
See
Badenhorst v CIR 1955 (2) SA 207
(215). Put in simple terms, where a
tax provision is capable of two
constructions, the court will adopt
the construction that imposes the
smaller burden on the taxpayer.
See Endeavour Foundation &
Anor v Commissioner of Taxes
1995 (1) ZLR 339 (SC) at 362 D-E
where GUBBAY CJ (as he then
was) stated:To put it at its highest for the
Commissioner, para 10 of the
Thirteenth Schedule reveals a
manifest ambiguity with regard to
whether the amount for the
payment of which the employer is
liable is a “tax” or simply “an
amount”.
Consequently, the
contra fiscum principle must be
applied and the provision
interpreted so as to impose the
smaller burden on the Company.
For s 47 allows the Commissioner a
summary remedy for the recovery
of tax, whereas under para 10 he
has to institute action in a court of
competent jurisdiction. See Est
Reynolds & Ors v CIR 1937 AD 57
at 70; Israelsohn v CIR 1952 (3) SA
529 (A) at 540 F-H; Sekretaris van
Binnelandse Inkomste v
Raubenheimer 1969 (4) SA 314 (A)
at 322D.
See also Meman & Anor v
Controller of Customs and Excise
(1) ZLR 170 (SC) at 174 G-H and
175A. In view of the above, I am
inclined to agree with the
interpretation by Delta which
imposes a smaller burden on it.”
The above shows that a person
who comes within the wording of
statute is liable to the payment of
PAYE. Before the tax is calculated,
there are allowable deductions that
are made. In the event that one is
not happy with the assessment, an
objection can be made within
thirty days and in interpreting the
provisions of the statute giving rise
to the taxation in the event of
ambiguity, the provision will be
interpreted in favour of the tax
payer.

Zim needs solutions, not blame games
Continued from Page 4

not accept that she has failed Zimbabwe as
Zimbabweans expected her to convince her
husband to retire before the worse gets
worst is public secret enough that we must
not belabor on.
Almost all Zanu PF leaders do not admit
that they are responsible for our crisis. They
preach service delivery while enjoying
luxurious lifestyles at the expense of
suffering Zimbabweans.
If we all join such wasteful blame game,
our crisis worsens! Is it not wise for
Zimbabweans who are internationally
reckoned as dilligent, to contribute all they
can, on how we can utilize diamonds, gold
and other wealthy minerals? Zanu PF may
not listen to voices of reason, yes, but
doubled efforts on what saves Zimbabwe
remain better than debates on who caused
what.
Where are the voices of Strive Masiyiwa,
James Makamba, Mutumwa Mawere and
other silent great minds boosting foreign

economies while Zimbabwe burns? What
are the contributions of revered prophet
Emmanuel Makandiwa, Eubert Angels and
Walter Magaya to the recovery of
Zimbabwe? It is high time Zimbabweans
begin to provide working ideas for the best
of Zimbabwe.
We are sick and tired of hopeless and
helpless blame peddling in public and
government corridors. It is unfortunate that
opposition parties have also succumbed to
blame peddling. They seem highly interested
with power as evidenced by factional fights
and narrow minded targets on Mugabe.
They blame Mugabe and Zanu PF and offer
no solution besides preaching about
elections.
We have every reason to admit that we all
contribute to the betterment or worsening
of our national situation. What ordinary
people can do, if Mugabe and Zanu PF rig
elections and run the country like their
family tuck shop? I assume that if we could
voice against ill governance as we do on

James Makamba

issues like xenophobia, we could shame the
devil!
Irresponsible leaders may try to glue on
power as the late maverick Edison
Mudadirwa Zvobgo once said, but nobody
can withstand a responsible mass force that
is determined to take responsibility for the
best of Zimbabwe.

Strive Masiiwa

Blame peddling brought us down from
economic glory to gloom – now we need the
panacea to our crisis.
Feedback; email tagwireik@gmail.com
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Nude parties! What will become of the girl child?
R

ecently the media, both print
and social, have been awash
with reports of nude parties by
youths in the country. One that really
took me aback was that of students
who were raided by police whilst they
were in the act, that's when it dawned
that these youngsters have really gone
out of their minds.
A nude party is a bash where the
participants are required to be stark
naked and is usually associated with
high school students.
Has something gone wrong with the
society, or it's nothing to worry about, is
it social change? It's a wonder.
Zimbabwe is said to be a God fearing
society, but God-fearing attributes
involves reading and
understanding the
word of the same
God that you
supposedly fear.
Does it allow one to
party nude? What are
parents teaching
their children really
in the homes, when
they take them to
church every Sunday, or Saturday, or
Friday for that matter, whatever day
they “worship?”
Having been born and bred in the
rural areas, attending church every
Sunday and being taught the word of
God, we had no choice but to respect
our bodies. Not that children born and
bred in the village are always like that,
no, not at all. There are always some
who stray from culture, from law,
maybe this nude party phenomenon
was practised during our time of
growing up, who knows?
But I'm not talking about rural
children here; I'm talking about these
school children who leave home
wearing uniforms but they have other
agendas.
What really has invaded our value
system which is making it difficult to
teach our children to discern between
wrong and right? Has globalisation
brought this new and recent act into
our God-fearing society? Has social
media changed the minds of the

people, including youths that they can't
even think straight? Or is it I who is left
behind, maybe it's normal in this day
and age, I don't know. Come to think of
it of what kind of a generation of
mothers are we going to have in the
next two decades, nudists. Mothers are
known to have a greater role in
socialising children... towards
nudity????
There was a picture of a young lady
from Harare Polytechnic that went viral
on WhatsApp recently, who was
modelling on stage with a very long
dress which had a very long slit in front
so that it revealed her pubic area. She
had no undergarments on!
Man, what was really
going on in her head
when she decided to
perform that act? I
doubt if these youths
will be sober when they
engage in such
activities, I'm sure
vanenge vakakiiwa rough
nemuzii “they will be
high on drugs”. Can a
real sober minded person do such a
thing, model without her pants on?
Well unless if they are Rihanna, or they
are copying those celebrities' life styles?
It's a wonder.
Nudity has kind of become a norm
in Zimbabwe lately as countless videos
of people having sexual intercourse
have been going viral, the youths may
be copying from their elder sisters and
brothers, who knows?
We used to know that drugs were
taken by boys, but alas, nowadays it
doesn't work that way, anyone can do it.
What happens at the nude parties after
they have taken the drugs, removed
their clothes, play loud music,
obviously sexual intercourse follows.
One girl as reported in the media
from the Westgate nude party early this
year confessed that some have sex, and
sometimes there would be elder men at
the parties, how disgusting.
Our society, with a leader like Robert
Mugabe, one of the eldest leaders to
rule a nation is expected to consist of
youths who are well- behaved. Elders

Artists cry foul over air play royalty rates
BY ALOIS VINGA

A

rtists in Zimbabwe are crying foul over the little amounts of money
being paid to them for songs being played by the broadcasting stations
in the country.
Musicians in Zimbabwe receive $2, 50 per song played from all Zimbabwe
Broadcasting Holdings' Stations, eighty cents from ZiFm and twenty cents from
Star FM. These amounts have prompted artists to blast the nation's
broadcasters describing their conduct as unfair.
Pauline Gundidza of the Mafriq music outfit expressed despair on the state
of payments being paid
'It is unfair especially after going through recording and marketing of the
music .Honestly how will artists be able to pay the band members ?This
motivates musicians to find other unorthodox means of distributing music
through the commuter omnibus operators or even at shows.'
Another musician Dino Mudondo said, 'It is deplorable facts that while the
authorities in Zimbabwe are failing to curb piracy. Our only hope for survival
which is hinged on airplay royalties has been threatened because of the next to
nothing amounts being paid to musicians.'
' Radio Stations are not guided by any policy leaving room for musician s to
be manipulated.The sad reality is that our colleagues in countries like South
Africa can earn a decent living through income generated from airplay rates.'
Contacted for comment Polisile Ncube of the Zimbabwe Musicians Rights
Association sees the situation differently,' The rates being paid are fair
comparing to those being offered in the region and internationally.Artsists are
the ones who set the rates.'
However George Emmanuel of the Trade Union for Music and Arts
Industry dismisses Ncube's claims arguing that inadequate representation of
the musicians is pushing them to vulnerability.
'There is need to involve artists in decision making by organisations such as
ZIMURA for full protection of the artists' work.'
'Radio Stations get copies of the discs for free but after playing the music
artists are paid paltry amounts which range from $2,50 to as little as two rand
per play. If record studios are capable of selling a compact disc for more than a
dollar, we need to understand what the relevant authorities are putting to
consideration in terms of valuing the music. Artists are being disadvantaged due
to lack of a proper policy framework which protects the artists.

are known for advising the youths on
the way to go, has he failed us as a
leader, or he has nothing to do with all
this?
Where is the girl child in this whole
drama? Not that she is innocent and is
being taken as a sacred cow, no, not at
all. Both genders are in it together but it
is the girl who suffers the hardest
because if sex is involved, she may fall
pregnant.
Of recent there is a push to give
pupils as young as (16) contraceptives.
This is to prevent them from falling
pregnant because, it was argued, the
mortality rate for youths is getting high
every day, due to child bearing. Of
course they will be still too young to
carry a child, let alone bear it!
To cultural hardliners, this is a
shocker all together. What happened to
preaching the gospel of abstainence to
the youths? Instead, there are theories
of giving them contraceptives to
prevent STIs and pregnancies.
The girl child may have to stop going
to school as a result of these parties, if
she falls pregnant, it's a pity.
She is more vulnerable to abuse, like
gang rape under the guise of a party. I'm
not sure these girls think about it before
they attend the parties.
If she falls pregnant, they may also
have to be grounded either at her
parents' home or at her husband's, if
the young man agrees to live in with her.
She may bear an excessive burden of
domestic work whilst she is grounded,
at such a tender age.
Besides contracting STIs, which may
also be contracted by the boys, She is
liable to labelling by the society.

As she grows older and wants to
settle, it may become difficult with the
background she would have.
Imagine, the Westgate nude party
had 10 girls and 18 boys, how do the
few girls survive all those boys?
30 Zengeza 4 High School students
are being investigated for participating
in nude party.
“The headmaster, Itai Mupfudze,
confirmed the incident saying the
group comprised of 22 girls and seven
boys mostly “O” Level students. The
students are alleged to have engaged in
sexual activities and drug abuse at a
private home in the same suburb,” read
part of the article.
According to fellow students who
witnessed the alleged drama, they were
22 girls and seven boys and at least each
boy had sex with three girls as they
drank and feasted without control.
“Although most of them are Form
4s, they were also some Form 3s and
Form 2s who were there and they had
sex. The matter came to light after one
of them shared it with her friends who
then took it to school authorities,” the
article read.
Imagine, form four students who are
supposed to be ganging up to study for
the exams which were a few days away,
busy partying, drinking and having sex,
it's a shame.
In Zimbabwe, nude parties are fast
becoming popular among school-going
children who are taking advantage of
the absence of their parents and host
their colleagues indulging in sex orgies
and drug abuse.
Mupfudze said parents should always
monitor their children whenever they

are not at school to prevent them from
indulging in such activities.
Girl child and youth organisations
have a mammoth task ahead of them. It
is when the girl child is being
increasingly being represented and
spoken for on behalf of, that these
mischievous activities are increasing.
When the “end child marriage” hashtag
is becoming more popular, the children
themselves seem to have been
loosened, so that they do whatever they
want with their lives.
Last year, two people died after
drowning at a pool party in the capital
which was attended by mainly teenagers
and young adults.
“At the party the 28 students were
drinking beer and they connived to
remove their clothes. They were doing
all sorts of things under the influence
of alcohol,” said the source.
In Westgate, none of the students
was found with either alcohol or
mbanje [marijuana] as reported, but a
relative said they suspected that they
may have been drugged because
everyone there looked tipsy despite that
they had not taken any alcohol.
The bizarre incident has been
condemned by many who expressed
concern over the moral decadence in
the country.
Such kind of partying is gaining
popularity in Harare where teenagers
organise parties where they engage in
all sorts of indecent acts.
Something needs to be done so that
responsible children are brought up in
this nation.

High time coaches
and players form
a Union
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Administrative
deficiencies
costs local sport
T

he Zimbabwean sporting
landscape is faced with
various pressing challenges
that need to be taken care of as soon
as possible if the country is to make
inroads into qualification for global
sporting events or to match the glitz
and glamour it had in the 1990's era.
Spor ting standards have
gradually deteriorated to the extent
that the once jewels of Zimbabwean
sport cricket and football are in
intensive care with no one on the
lookout. Sporting passion by players
has not been equally met with
administration. The crop of sports
administrators in the country has
failed to raise the bar. Recycling of
failed sports administrators has also
contributed immensely to the
stagnation.
Our teams have failed to register
meaningful global and continental
qualifications save for the Rio
bound Mighty Warriors, albeit under
a seriously mismanaged
environment.
Athletics, rugby, swimming,
volleyball, hockey , tennis, etc have
failed to hog the limelight of
yesteryear. Even the facilities for
these sporting disciplines are in a
sorry state with the administrators
fast asleep or maybe concentrating
on looting the same organisations
they are supposed to develop.
Acquisition of professionals to
complement our local coaches and
administrators has failed to
stimulate the disciplines. The future
is bleak as most disciplines had
relied on individual talent talk of the
Blacks in tennis and Kirsty Coventry
in swimming. Our administrators
have failed to rejuvenate grassroots
sports development to feed into
fading legacies and the country
seems to be waiting for individual
intrinsic talent to raise our flag.
Football is in a sorry state as the
administration has virtually gone to
the dogs. National teams have been
ill- treated by Zifa and performance
has not been incentivised players are
doing a patriotic national service. Its
administration is in regression
mode. Some Zifa properties
countrywide are set to go under the
hammer as creditors line up to
recover their money after the
football association failed to service
its long standing debt. Curiously
some of the creditors are former
administrators.
The properties whose title deeds
are held in trust by Gollop and Blank
Legal Practitioners include Zifa

Zimbabwe Cricket CEO - Wilfred Mukondiwa
House at Number 53 Livingstone
Avenue in Harare, the Zifa Village in
Mt Hampden, a house along
McLoughlin Road in Kensington,
and another house in Bulawayo.
Zifa is failing to offset its long
standing debt and former Zifa
board member Bernard Gwarada is
one of the creditors who had
secured a writ to attach the
association's properties in a bid to
recover $90,000 that is owed to his
company LED Car and Travel.Zifa
is currently working without a board
after the Cuthbert Dube led team
was booted out of office by
disgr untled councillors for
incompetence and elections are set
for early December .
Dube has already lost his house in
Waterfalls over a debt with CBZ
which Zifa failed to service after the
association boss had offered the
property as collateral.
An atomic bomb is also
exploding in Zimbabwe Cricket
(ZC), smarting from a racial scandal,
with allegations of massive looting.
(ZC) top managers are alleged to
have blown a $10 million bank loan
in obscure expenditures in a few
months at a time the national sides
have lost their glamour.
It has also emerged ZC's daily
running costs are being dwarfed by

hefty perks drawn monthly by the
troubled association's top-heavies.
ZC is alleged to have secured a
$10 million loan from Ecobank in
December 2014, but by May this
year, only $97 was remaining alas
with shocking pay scales for senior
administrators.
The salaries are as much as
$15,700 monthly while other high
earners also milk the organisation
from allowances for various
activities as “consultants.” Others in
ZC earn more as a part-timer than
fulltime employees.
While leading players with central
contracts are paid competitively, the
majority of cricketers in the country
and development coaches are
underpaid.
Local sport has had deficiencies
in development owing to the
recycling of coaches as associations
fear o part with reasonable amounts
to attract qualified and experienced
coaches.
The coaches that we have had in
recent years have been operating
under very poor conditions. The
players have not been paid
adequately and this has created a
feeling of uncertainty within
sporting disciplines in general
resulting in the teams' embarrassing
defeats.
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FIFA's Blatter says attacks from
sponsors politically motivated

E

MBATTLED soccer
boss Sepp Blatter has
rejected complaints
made by the sport's biggest
sponsors over a bribery and
corruption scandal, saying they
were politically motivated and
made at the behest of the United
States.
Blatter has been suspended
from FIFA as part of the fall-out
from a U.S. Department of
Justice investigation into bribery,
money-laundering and wire
fraud at the sport's governing
body.
The 79-year-old had initially
Sepp Blatter
been set to remain in his post
until next year, despite a string of arrests of top FIFA officials, until a group
of major sponsors issued coordinated calls for him to go. Blatter was
suspended a few days later.
"It is the American companies," Blatter told the Financial Times in an
interview in a reference to sponsors including Coca-Cola Co, McDonald's,
Visa, and Budweiser owner Anheuser-Busch InBev.
"The other companies haven't said anything. So you are intelligent
enough to make the connection with American companies and the
American investigation. I do not need to underline that."
FIFA, which Blatter ran for 17 years, is engulfed in the biggest scandal of
its history, with 14 soccer officials and sports marketing executives indicted
by the United States.
Blatter and UEFA President Michel Platini are both serving 90-day
suspensions imposed by FIFA's Ethics Committee, which is looking into a
$2.03 million payment Blatter made to Platini in 2011 - a case that is also part
of a separate Swiss criminal investigation.
The interview with the FT is the second Blatter has given this week after
he also spoke to Russian news agency TASS. In that interview Blatter
revealed that he had planned for Russia and the United States to host the
2018 and 2022 World Cups.
"The solution that has been agreed, not in writing, but it has been agreed
[was], let's go to the two superpowers in the vote for the World Cup: let's go
to Russia and let's go to the United States," he told the FT.
Blatter said that decision had not been taken officially by FIFA's full
executive committee but was rather an agreement taken "behind the scenes".
"It was diplomatically arranged," he added.
The plan fell apart, according to Blatter, when Platini changed his mind
and backed Qatar for the 2022 World Cup under pressure from the thenFrench president, Nicolas Sarkozy.
Blatter said the problems at FIFA had all started with the vote to award
the tournament to Qatar - a small desert country with no real soccer tradition
and where daytime temperatures can top 40 degrees Celsius.
"If you see my face when I opened it (the envelope containing the
winning bid), I was not the happiest man to say it is Qatar," he said.
"Definitely not."
Blatter repeated his contention that the U.S. multi-million-dollar
investigation was a direct result of the United States missing out on the right
to host the 2022 World Cup.
"It took a political dimension,” Blatter said of the race to host the World
Cup.
"I am looking now to see what were the political reasons. The easiest thing
would be to say (they are) bad losers."(Reuters)

Ref suspended for showing mercy to
losing team.. ends game early at 31-nil

B

aseball has a mercy rule, whereby if one team gains a substantial
lead (usually 10 runs) the game is stopped and the leading team
declared the winner. But one referee in Italy has found football
has no such sympathy.
Ref suspended for showing mercy to losing team.... ends game early at
31-0
Ref suspended for showing mercy to losing team…. ends game early
at 31-0
After Persiceto 85 found the net for the 31st consecutive time in under
an hour against Ponte Ronca, the Italian official in charge of the U14
game decided he had seen enough and abandoned proceedings.
The referee determined that Ponte Ronca wouldn't be able to score 32
goals in the remaining half hour, and after conusltation, both the teams
and officials agreed.
Unfortunatley for him the Bolognese Football Association didn't, and
the referee was suspended.
But the AIA insist it is not a punishment, just a 'reminder'.
“We understand his decision, but the rules must be followed.
“This suspension is not a punishment, but it is intended as a stimulus
for him to do better in future.
“It's a break for reflection which will be useful for him to grow.”
To make matters even worse for Ponte Ronca, the AIA has ruled the
match must be replayed. Yahoo Sport

